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Staff list 2003-2004
Academic Staff

Senior School Staff

Ms P Absalom BA (lions), PGCE Exeter English, Drama

Mr C Baillie BSc (Hons), PGCE Keefe Psychology, Science

Mrs S Barnes MSc, PGCE Plymouth Et UEA Mathematics

Mr P Barter BA (Hons), PGCE Exeter Et Wales History

Mrs B Brown BSc (Hons) Hull Mathematics

Mrs H Coyne-Stacey BA(Hons), PGCE Dublin Et Exeter MEL, EFL, English

Mrs T Craven BA (Hons), OTS Brighton P.E. ft English

Miss L Cross BA (Hons) Birmingham Music, Recorder, Piano

Mrs L Decamville BA (Hons), Cert. Ed Exeter, EFL, English, French, Linguistics

Mrs J Dobbyn CertEd, B.Ed, DPSE London Business Studies

Mr G Dunbar Cert Ed, PGC Cheshire College, Middx Art Et Technology

Mrs V Elce BA (Hons,) PGCE London, Oxford RE / PSE / Geography

Mr E Ensor MSc, PGCE Bradford Et Bath Physics

Miss E Evans BA (Hons), PGCE Exeter MFL ft RE.

Mrs S Farleigh BA (Hons) Dartington Coll. of Arts Music

Miss A Goodall BSc (Hons), PGCE UWIC and Bath P.E.

Mrs V Hurst BA (Hons), PGCE Exeter History, Art

Mrs J Jorgensen BA (Hons), PGCE Hull English Et Drama

Mrs M Kearney BEd (Hons) Exeter Biology ft Mathematics

Mrs S Kensington BA (Hons), PGCE Essex Et Matlock Learning Support

Mrs J Lean BA (Hons), Dip Mus Open University Music Ft Performing Arts

Mrs J Middleton BA (Hons), PGCE London English Et Drama

Mr M Palmer Cert Ed Exeter ICT

Mrs A Richards BSc Ed (Hons) Exeter Science

Mr C Shaw BSc (Hons), PGCE London Science

Mrs H Skuckova BA (Hons), PGCE Prague Maths/Physics

Mrs A Smith BA (Hons), PGCE Durham Et Cambridge Geography

Mrs K Veal BEd (Hons) Worcester College Food Technology

Mrs N Winston Licence d'Anglais Caen French

S*.o\,.c r Scnool Magazine 2003-2004

Headmaster
Mr Thomas A Packer BSc MSc FlnstP Durham

Deputy Head
Mrs S Bradley BSc (Hons) PGCE Portsmouth Et Oxford. Biology

Director of Studies
Miss Z Axton BSc (Hons) Liverpool PGCE Mathematics

Head of Sixth Form
Mrs A de Montjoie BA MA PGCE Leeds, Kings Confab English Et Mama, Media Studies



Staff list 2003-2004
Academic Staff

Headteacher Medical Department
Mrs 1 Fairbrother BA (Hons), PGCE TEFL Exeter School Medical Officer

	

Dr D Milburn
MB, 85

School Sister

	

Mrs A Bujak RGNDeputy Head (to March 04)
Mrs C Coyle MA, BEd Kingston, Michegan, USA ft Mrs S Edworthy

	

(From March 04)

Junior School Staff
Mr M Appleby BEd Primary Engl. Lit
Mr M Ayer BSc Ed (Primary) Vermont USA Other
Mrs M Blockley NV03 Head of Careers a

	

Miss S Nuttall,Mr C Brown BA (Hons), Cert Ed Plymouth School Librarian BA, TEFL
Mrs J Burgess BA (Hons), Cert Ed Reading, Toulouse Examinations Officer

	

Mrs M Kearney,Mrs S Clutten BA Ed (Hons) Exeter BEd (Hons)Miss C Cummins BA Ed PE Et Health Wollongong, Australia
_

Miss J Edwards NNEB School Outdoor Mr C Brown.
Miss 1 Evered BEd Art Et Design Plymouth Activities Coordinator	 BA (Hons), Cert Ed

Mr J Garner PGCE (Primary) Brunel School Tennis Coaches

	

Mr R Bond,
Miss E Grey BA Eng Lit PGCE Cardiff/Cambridge Mrs J Hough LTA

Mr S Griffin BEd (Hons), HND Cheltenham Et Farnborough 	 Ms M Ramsey LTA

Mrs M Hawkins BEd (Hons), Cert SEN Lancaster Speech ft Drama

	

Mrs P Absalom
Mrs S Holmes BA (Hons), PGCE Exeter Laboratory Technician

	

Mrs A Milford
Mrs M Pallister BEd Science + Primary Ed Plymouth Staff Support
Mr K Perkins BEd (Hons) Geography Bangor, Wales Technician Mr J Harle
Mrs R Perkins BEd (Hons) Geography Bangor, Wales Catering Manager

	

Mr P Milward,Mrs R Reynolds BSc BioLSciences PGCE Manchester MHCIMA
Mrs J Sanders NNEB
Mrs C Simmons BA Ed (Hans) Exeter
Mrs L Smale BA, PGCE Winchester
Mrs F Waring Cert Ed DELE Plymouth School Governors

Chairman Prof I D Mercer,Nursery School Staff CBE, D.Sc., LLD
Mrs S Stoddart BA (Hans) Plymouth Head of Nursery Vice Chair Dr P J Key,

Et Exeter (from April 2003) OBE, MB, BS
Miss N Shute NV03 Nursery Assistant Mrs K Reece, Elnst. LEX
Mrs L Sharrock NV03 Nursery Assistant Mr H Akhtar
Mrs G Thompson NVO 3 Nursery Assistant Mr H Anderson, BSc (Hons)

Boarding House Staff Mrs A Anning
Mrs M Batten, BScHead of Boarding a

Junior Housemistress Miss S Nuttall TEFL Cert TESOL/Librarian Mr G Bush, CB
Senior Housemistress Mrs J Millward-Goodreds BEd (Hans) Wore. College Mr A C J Cooper, BSc (Hans)
Assistant Housemistress Mrs G Fletcher Cert Ed ITEC Mrs A Harrison, MCSP
Assistant Housemistress Miss M Leslie-Ellis Mrs J W_G ScottAssistant House Tutors Miss I Ohl a Miss E Barrett-Cheetham

Mr R Wyatt-Haines, FOB, MOM, MBA

Peripatetic Music Staff Chaplain
Mrs A Ayling Flute Reverend C . Knot! BA
Mr P Hill Guitar
Mrs J Baldwin Keyboard Et Piano Administration Et Finance
Mr P Hurst Piano

Headmaster's Secretary Ms D RobinsMrs A Brown Piano
Registrar

	

Miss F WhiteMr T Lakeman Clarinet Et Saxophone
Bursar

	

Mr S Drabble BScMr J Bryden Piano
Estates Bursar

	

Mrs H GoodwinMrs E McMahon Piano
School Secretary

	

Mrs S HeardMiss E_Chandler Piano
Junior School Secretary Mrs F MartinMiss S Maya Brass

Miss C Hayek Violin Et Viola Junior School
Administration AssistantMrs C EttridgeMrs H Wills Cello
Bursar's Assistants Mrs M Barnard,-Miss Hiley Percussion Mrs G Hanbury

Miss L Cross Recorder Et Piano

Honorary Members
Mr T M T Key, MA Cantab, FRICS
Miss F R Evans, Cert Ed
Mrs A Dyer,MA	

Mr R Roberts, JP

Clerk to the Governors
Mr S Drabble BSc
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From the Study Window

It is now a year since I first visited
Stover as an excited interviewee for
the post of Head. I was struck
immediately with the way that the
staff and pupils seemed in complete
harmony, enhanced, and I suspect to
some extent facilitated by, the
outstanding site . To be appointed
Head of this wonderful school is,
indeed, a privilege, and one that I do
not undertake lightly.

The first two terms passed in
something of a blur, but I enjoyed
every minute of them and my initial
impression has been confirmed:
Stover has this very special quality.

During these two terms the lecture
theatre in Stover House has been
refurbished to provide enhanced ICT
facilities creating an up to date
teaching area for ICT as well as
providing a much needed IT facility
for the boarders. PC's are being
introduced into the Library and
Believer to form a central resource
area for students' use during the day
and after school . A middle
management team has been formed,
to share the day to day running of
the school and implement the
developments and changes that lie
ahead . To assist the management
team and governors with forward

planning a number of advisory groups
have been formed, involving staff and
governors . The Media Studies
department has been relocated into
the Millennium building alongside a
new Photography area ; I am sure that
this exiting curriculum development
will prove popular and fruitful . The
Boarding houses underwent two
inspections during this time and I am
delighted with the positive tenor of
the report. The Stover magic
certainly worked on the inspection
team!

We look forward to exciting
developments at Stover in the year
ahead. The construction of the long
awaited Science laboratories is now
under way. Aspects of the Senior
School are under review and we await
the Governments proposal for the 14
- 19 Curriculum which will
undoubtedly have an impact on our
provision . The very recent
announcement that Stover is to
become a 'Diamond' school was met
with much excitement from staff,
students and parents alike, and there
is an air of eager anticipation
throughout the school.

August saw the celebration of record
examination successes for our senior
girls, reflecting much hard work and
dedicated teaching . Education,
though, is not just about

examinations or statistics. Stover's
main purpose is to serve our girls and
boys by encouraging individual
physical, mental and aesthetic
development . I never cease to be
amazed by the extraordinary
achievements, recorded in the pages
of this magazine and elsewhere, of
these young people. Likewise I am
impressed with the staff, both
teaching and ancillary ; Stover's
successes would not be possible
without their unstinting support.

Sir Isaac Newton once remarked that
he had been able to 'stand on the
shoulders of giants' Let us not forget
that Stover owes much of its success
to the vision and determination of its
founder, Mrs Key and the succession
of custodians, each of whom has
taken the school boldly into its next
phase . We should be particularly
grateful to Philip Bujak for the
School's continued popularity and
growth and to Sue Bradley who ably
led Stover during the Autumn term
and continues to be a great support
both to the school community and to
myself.

Finally, may I say a warm 'thank you'
to all of you who have made my wife,
Janet and I so welcome since
January? We look forward to a long
and productive partnership with
Stover in the years ahead.

T. Packer
Headmaster
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These results are a credit to the partnership between our girls, staff
and their parents and reflect two years' hard work . These
achievements are evidence that although Stover is non-selective our
belief in single sex teaching, coupled with a deep commitment to
supporting our girls to realise their full potential pays dividends".

Excellent Results
Excellent GCSE Results
PASS RATE RISES AT STOVER
The percentage of Stover girls gaining at least 5 grades A' to C has risen
from 93% in 2003 to 97% this year, compared with 52% nationally. The
percentage of Stover girls passing at Grade C and above has also risen to
96.1% compared with the national figure of 59 .2%. Despite having been
involved in a serious road accident prior to her examinations, Catriona
Fallow achieved 4 A', 3 As and 3 Bs - a wonderful set of results . Katie
Hildred has had a disrupted school experience over the past 5 years until
she came to Stover and now has 6 GCSEs and goes on to study her A
Levels at Stover - well done Katie.

STOVER'S TOP PERFORMERS

Keishia Taylor 9 A' Et 1 A ; Emily Emmott 7 A" £t 3 As ; Rebecca Yates
5 A" £t 5 As ; Kim Fairbrother 5 A', 4 As £t 1 C.

T. Packer, Headmaster.

,

	

lt-wf 'w

Year 11 girls proudly receive their GCSE results

Outstanding 4 Level Results
OVERALL PASS RATE FOR 2004 IS 98%

Stover girls excelled at A Level with in
2004, the pass rate increasing from 95%
in 2003 with the percentage of girls
achieving grades A or B rising from 44%
in 2003 to 58%.

Harriet Hamilton
achieved As in Biology,
PE and Geography.
Harriet is taking a gap
year and is applying for
a Law course.

Shelly Feng achieved 5
A Levels, an incredible
achievement including
As in Pure Mathematics
and Statistics.

Katie Webber achieved
4 A Levels ; As in
English (with 100%),
History and Geography
and B in French . Katie
goes on to study Law at
Nottingham University.
Katie is pictured with a
proud Mr Webber.

Floey Bennett achieved As in Art, English
(with 100%) and Music and will go to
Cardiff University to read English .

Wylie Shek achieved a 'Top Candidate'
award in her Pure Mathematics A Level -
well done Wylie.

Stover School Magazine 2003-2004

all gained an A grade.
Natasha Oates achieved

	

All the girls who took Pure Mathematics
As in Mathematic and
Geography, Bs in
Biology and Chemistry
and goes to Newcastle
Durham to study
Medicine.



Sa Ivete

Mrs Caroline
Coyle
Mrs. Coyle joined
Stover in September
2003 as the Deputy
Head of the Junior
and Preparatory
School after a
successful career in

British Independent Schools and
International Education. She recently
completed her Master's Degree in
Curriculum and Teaching along with an
additional Certificate of Educational
Leadership . She loves to travel and has
held a variety of teaching and
management positions in well-respected
schools in the UK as well as Egypt,
Indonesia, Hungary and The United States
of America . In her spare time she enjoys
walking and horse riding through Devon's
beautiful countryside.

Miss Emma
Gray
Miss Gray began
teaching at Stover in
September 2003 and
is really enjoying
teaching her class of
Year 5 girls. She has a
degree in English

Literature from Cardiff University and
attained her PGCE at Homerton College,
Cambridge. She says that she has been
made most welcome and is looking
forward to the challenges of another year.

Mr Joe Garner
Mr Garner joined us in
September 2003 after
serving his NQT Year
in a large,
multicultural school in
West London . He has
previously taught in
Japan and Brazil and

travelled extensively in
Asia and South America before returning
to Devon where he was brought up. He is
a keen sportsman and recently completed
the London Marathon in a personal best
time of 4 hours 19 minutes.

Mrs Julia Lean
Mrs . Lean joined
Stover Music
Department in
September 2003 and
teaches the children
from Reception to
year 8, having
previously been

Director of Music at St . David's Girls
School, Ashford, Middlesex.

In her spare time she enjoys jazz
'jamming' sessions with her family, sport
and walking by the sea in Cornwall

Mrs Mary
Hawkins
Mrs Hawkins joined
the Learning Support
Department in
February. Formerly
worked in several
schools in Plymouth
and West Devon, as a

class teacher and in Learning Support.
Now returning to this side of the moor,
where I originally worked at the old
Heathercombe Brake School (Heatree) . At
weekends I enjoy singing and walking on
Dartmoor.

Mr Mat Appleby
Mr Appleby joined
Stover Junior School
in September 2003 . He
has previously taught
in Bristol, London and
in South Devon and is
presently enjoying
teaching Year 4 and
co-ordinating English.

Mr Appleby runs the
Stover Junior chess

club and coaches the Under 9 football
teams and athletics . A keen football
player himself, he is most happy when
training and playing with his All Stars
football team based in Totnes . He is also
an avid Liverpool supporter. Mr Appleby
and his wife, Marie, celebrated the birth
of their son Ethan Thomas Matthew in
January 2004 . Their passions include
sports, music, film and travel.

Miss Carla Cummins
Miss Cummins joined
Stover in November
2003, having
previously taught in
London and Australia.
She has recently
moved to Exeter and is
enjoying living in the
South West . Her
interests include

hockey, bushwalking, surfing, photography
and travelling . She enjoys teaching P.E.
and games at Stover and is looking
forward to the next school year .

Miss Margaret
Leslie-Ellis
Miss Leslie-Ellis
joined Stover School
in September 2003.
Miss Leslie-Ellis
qualified as a nurse
and gained Nurse Of

The Year Award in 1965 . She has spent
most of her working life as a School
Nurse/Housemistress. In recent years Miss
Leslie-Ellis has lived and worked in the
South West. All the pupils affectionately
know Miss Leslie-Ellis as "Miss E".

Miss Sarah
Edworthy
Miss Edworthy joined
Stover School in
February 2004 as the
School Sister. Sarah
Qualified in 1989 as
a RGN, later gaining
a Diploma in
Midwifery. Miss

Edworthy has recently
worked at Torbay Hospital on a
Trauma/Orthopaedic ward . She has also
worked as a Senior Nursing Officer for
PEtO Cruises . She is looking forward to the
different challenges in the san.

Ms Judi MG –
Seniors
Housemistress
Ms MG describes her
life as being like a
colourful tapestry.
She loves being with
people, around
people, talking,
laughing - and some

times crying with them . She has three
children, all now grown up . She has
worked as a youth leader and worked with
the homeless, deaf and disabled and life's
more challenging young adults . A move
into the depths of Worcestershire brought
her love of art alive. She paints, and writes
poetry. Two years in a prep school working
and living with wonderful, alive young
people left her with a new thirst for life
and a fresh challenge . And so in 2003 the
next chapter of her life began when she
re-located to Devon and joined the "Stover
Team". Having now completed her first
academic year, she is looking forward to
the next twelve months and whatever life
has to offer.
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Valete

Farewell to . ..
Anne Bujak
Before I arrived at Stover, my experience
of Headmasters' wives had been rather
limited. They usually appeared on speech
day in large hats, or presided over sherry
after church on Sunday.

But not Anne!
She was very involved in all aspects of

life at Stover. Anne was also the school
nurse and she didn't fit that stereotype
either!

Anne has always been forthright in her
views, sincere in her support of the school
and caring towards the girls . Over the
past eight years Anne has been
instrumental in transforming the Summer
Ball into the successful event it now is.

Anne has always had a close association
with boarding and she has been a
constant source of information, support
and humour for both staff and girls.

I will always remember Anne as being
great fun, always managing to find the
humorous side to any situation . I wish her
every success in the next stage of her
career as she returns to hospital nursing.

Karen Veal

Miss Zara Axton
Miss Axton joined Stover in September
2002 in the role of Director of Studies . In
addition to having responsibility for all the
academic areas of the school, Miss Axton
taught Mathematics and Geography and
was a tutor in the Sixth Form.

Miss Axton always expected high
standards from the girls, both in terms of
their academic work and behaviour. She
spent time with girls to help and support
them and continually encouraged them to
achieve of their best.

Miss Axton was a very keen Southampton
football supporter and had many
conversations with staff and girls on this
very important subject . She was involved in
many areas of the school, keen to
participate and we shall remember her
weekly themes as well as the Brain Teasers
she posted on the notice board - many of us
are still trying to solve these puzzles.

Miss Axton leaves Stover to take up a
Deputy Headship at Kent College . We wish
her every success in her new role and
happiness in the future.

Mrs S Bradley

Mrs Beverley Brown
Beverley Brown came to Stover in 2000, initially as a supply teacher but was duly appointed
as a full time teacher of Maths in 2001 . She settled quickly into the school community,
bringing with her a diligent, professional approach . Her tact and persuasive telephone
manner sorted out a variety of day to day issues and many people commented on her
legendary time management skills, to which she always replied, "That's what having children
does for you!"

Her enthusiasm, coupled with her patient and caring nature, helped anxious students
achieve their goal of a C grade at GCSE Maths and many girls gained higher grades than
they could ever have imagined . Bev also enjoyed teaching at A level and guided her groups
to excellent results in AS Pure Mathematics . She stepped in as acting head of the Maths
Department when Rachel Cockell left and later, to the delight of girls and staff alike, was
appointed officially. A natural leader, she always had time to help her team and helped to
lift the department and move it forward at a difficult time.

As Head of Careers, Bev instigated a variety of initiatives including the very popular
Impact Days across all year groups. She was staunch supporter of Victoria House at all
events and of course her daughter Charlie, was a champion house points gatherer. Bev
would regularly turn out to play in staff versus sixth form sports matches and helped girls
to improve their fitness levels in preparation for the annual ski trip.

In the staff room, Bev was a valued colleague . Her genuine warmth and no nonsense
Yorkshire honesty allowed her to make and sustain lasting friendships . We all enjoyed the
social events that she organised for us . Bev is much missed but fondly remembered ; her
letters and e-mails to staff and students speak of a busy and fulfilling life in Washington,
not to mention a few ski-ing trips and a jaunt up to Canada.

Mrs J Middleton Et Mrs S Barnes

Mrs Bridgette Martin
Bridgette was a well-loved staff
member in the Catering
Department . She came to
England during the war where
she met and married her
husband George . After working
as an au pair she then took a
job at Stover School in 1982 as
a cleaner - a job she did for 17
years in total - before moving
to work with the team in the
Catering Department.

She was a hard worker,
always willing to help out, with
a heart as big as her smile.
Friendly and enjoying a good
sense of humour, you could
always count on Bridgette to
cheer you up.

She and George celebrated
their Golden Wedding on 11th
September 2004. We all wish
her the best and hope she
enjoys a long and happy
retirement.

Tab Mayne and Doreen
Beavis (on behalf of the
Stover Catering Team) .
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Speech Day Awards October 2003

'Face Our
Challenges' by
Georgina
BarracloughI I wonder just how
many of you sitting
here today have
faced challenges
since you awoke this
morning? Even the

challenge of getting out of bed, finding a
clean shirt to wear, or catching the bus on
time. However trivial, we all face
challenges in our every day life, both
mentally, physically and socially . I clearly
remember my first day at Stover. Skirt too
long, blazer too big . Even climbing out of
the car was a challenge! Looking back, I
realise it was a day filled with obstacles I
had to overcome. One of which was the
chance to establish new acquaintances, to
make friends that would stand me in
good stead not only for my life at Stover,
but for the future . As we all know, making
and keeping friends can be tough, but as
many of you are aware, friends are
important.

So what exactly is a challenge? To me, a
challenge can be explained as a moment
in time when you push yourself further
than your perceived limits. This entails an
element of bravery, adventure and the
matter of calculated risk taking . The
difference being, the outcome of taking
some risks is likely to be negative . One
particular example which springs to mind,
is the recent "stunt" undertaken by David
Blaine . Surely this is not a genuine

personal challenge, just a publicity stunt
to raise money.

I think the most challenging event in
my life has been the Ten Tors experience.
This is an event that requires
determination, courage, lots of adventure
and plenty of mars bars! It wasn't just the
physical exertion of this event that
presented a challenge, but also the mental
stamina required for problem solving, map
reading and good balance when faced
with the seemingly easy task of crossing a
freezing river using stepping stones . When
you find yourself stranded on a rock that
rivals Mount Everest, you realise how
necessary it is to take a sensible,
calculated, and well prepared risk . This
was a challenge I'm sure we will never
forget! Ten Tors has been a highly
valuable experience and it has led me to
believe that with the right preparation
and equipment, anything is possible.

What leads us to challenge ourselves?
Parents and teachers may instill in us the
confidence to tackle new objectives, but
other less immediate role models can also
provide us with inspiration . One particular
influential figure for me, is Paula
Radcliffe. Paula has become renowned for
her long distance running and her
unbelievable stamina and perseverance.
Although you may have seen her many
successes on television, you are probably
unaware that she in fact faces a personal
challenge every single time she runs, as
she suffers from asthma . However, she
sees this, not as a barrier, but as a hurdle
that will help her scale the heights she
has set herself . Our shortcomings can

prove to be a spur to success. I was
recently told your eyes are in the front of
your head so why look back on things ." In
other words, rise to every challenge and
grasp the opportunity to go forward.

Whether it be a physical problem like
Paula's asthma or a learning problem like
dyslexia or even being a pupil who has
not been brought up in the English
education system ; all of these can help to
create motivation in those with the
strength of character to see this as a
challenge.

Obviously, this need to meet challenges
continues after school life, with the
opportunity to attend university. This will
be my next hurdle when I no longer have
my supportive parents to assist me with
every day life. Living away from home and
fending for myself will also be a
demanding new experience, but one I am
looking forward to!

One thing I would stress to every single
one of you in this room, is that you must
never walk away from a challenge . Stover
has given me the chance to take
opportunities one step further, offering
tremendous support when I have needed
it most. The community within the school
has taught me to work as a team and take
risks to expose the positive things in life.
At a place like Stover, you have always
got that team who help you to face those
challenges. Remember ; "All life is a
chance . So we must take it! The person
who goes furthest is the one who is
willing to do	 and dare."

Stover School Magazine 2013- 004



Speech Day Awards October 2003

SPEECH DAY - FRIDAY OCTOBER 24TH 2003

	

SCHOOL AWARDS

Prizes presented by Mr Anthony Gibson, South-West NFU

	

EXHIBITION

	

Emily Emmott

Eleanor Bujak

	

SJPS
Corinne Goble

	

SIPS
Eleanor Hendy

	

SJPS
Chantelle Jessop

	

SJPS
Alicia Thew

	

SJPS

Charlotte Bendall

	

SJPS
Grace Cameron

	

SJPS
Felicity Guest

	

SJPS
Olivia Morton

	

SJPS

Alicia Caunter

	

SJPS
Alice James

	

SIPS
Alicia Johnson

	

SJPS
Alice Lang

	

SJPS
Emily Simpson

	

SJPS

Charlotte Ashby

	

SJPS

Isabelle Hayes

	

SJPS

Sara Akhtar - 2002/03
(Notification of Sara's award was
omitted from last year's magazine)
Gemma Bishop

	

Claire Ryan
Nicola Hiles

	

Caitlin Theobald
Hannah Jobson

	

Veronica Tierney
Jane Muir

	

KPrer a Tun
,Louise Renowden

MAJOR ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS

EXHIBITIONS

ENTRANCE PRIZES

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP

SPORT SCHOLARSHIP

MAJOR ENTRANCE AWARDS
TO THE SIXTH FORM

SILVER

	

Kendelle Cooke
CERTIFICATE

	

Emma Harwood
Sara-Jane Lee
Tamasine

Simpson-Sayers
Samantha Tilley

BRONZE

	

Sarah Buxton
CERTIFICATE

	

Alice Cantell-Hynes
Chloe Collins
Tabitha Cottrell
Deborah Haarer
Megan Holmes
Deborah Hosford
Imogen Middleton
Elsa Valentine
Hermione

Williams-Copp

Bethany Salmon
SCHOLARSHIPS

	

Amy Wyatt-Haines

T

s
HOLARSHIPS

	

Jennifer Kent

SPORT

Rosanne Finnigan

GOLD
CERTIFICATE

JUNIOR MATHEMATICAL CHALLENGE

Jasmine Holmes
Rebecca Houdmont

ACHIEVEMENT Et PROGRESS PRIZES

Year 6 YEAR 8 YEAR 10
Achievement Prizes Grace Blower Achievement Prizes Sarah Buxton Achievement Prizes Emily Emmott

Kelly Drummond Chloe Collins Kimberley Fairbrother
Gemma Hicks Kendelle Cooke Keishia Taylor

Progress Prizes

	

Hazel Au Tabitha Cottrell Rebecca Yates

Lucy Saad Jasmine Holmes Progress Prizes

	

Chantelle Bounden
Sophie Stocks Anna Taylor Katherine Coby

Progress Prizes

	

Hannah Barter Catriona Fallow
YEAR 7 Christy Cheng Annabel Jenks
Achievement Prizes Daisy Brown Emma Harwood Emma Logie-Smith

Alice Cantell-Hynes Deborah Hosford Arnie Rogers
Megan Holmes Jennifer Pomeroy Harriet So
Imogen Middleton

Progress Prizes

	

Laura Carpenter
Queenie Choi
Natasha Ettridge
Tabitha Jordan

YEAR 9
Achievement Prizes Emma Kearney

Alexia Mills
Ema Pop
Lucy Webber
Emma Wyatt-Haines

Progress Prizes

	

Charlotte Briscoe
Emily Ettridge
Katherine Kelsall
Cherri Ng
Josephine Ng
Alexandra Osborne
Yasmin Saad
Bethany Salmon
Christina Warn

Year 11
Achievement Prizes Gemma Bishop

Jennefer Colley
Alice Hyland
Daisy Perry
Jordan Salmon

Progress Prizes

	

Nicola Hiles
Claire Ryan
Zoe Swift
Veronica Tierney
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Speech Day Awards October 2003

CERTIFICATES AWARDED BY THE ASSOCIATED BOARD
OF THE ROYAL SCHOOLS OF MUSIC

Instrumental Progress
in the Junior School Charlotte Ashby

MUSIC AWARDS

Bairstow Cup for the
pupil with the highest
Associated Board
result

	

Lucy Webber

Redstone Cup for
Junior Instrumental
Progress

	

Jessica Wass

Wendy Insole Cup
for Singing

	

Christina Warn

Patricia Cardale Cup
for Instrumental
Achievement

	

Hannah Nicolson

Sarah Bruce Cup
for Service to
School Music

	

Rachel Marsh

THE LONDON ACADEMY OF MUSIC
AND DRAMATIC ART

THE SPEAKING OF VERSE AND PROSE

Ryasia Chambers

	

Grade 4
Distinction

Chloe Collins

	

Grade 6
Honours

Kendelle Cooke

	

Grade 6
Pass

Storm Faulkne

	

Grade 5
Distinction

Sara-Jane Lee

	

Grade 6
Distinction

Arnie Pendry

	

Grade 5
Pass

Sophie Stocks

	

Grade 4
Pass

Lucy Theobald

	

Grade 4
Distinction

SOLO ACTING

Megan Holmes

	

Grade 4
Distinction

Katie Owen

	

Grade 6
Distinction

Jessica Wass

	

Grade 6
Distinction

Charlotte Ashby

Laura Baker
Sarah Baker
Eleanor Bujak
Roseanna Cardale
Alicia Caunter
Joey Chu
Chloe Collins
Emily Emmott
Emily Ettridge
Kimberley Fairbrother
Georgia Green

Deborah Haarer
Charlotte Hayes
Isabelle Hayes

Emma Higgin
Phyllis Ho
Megan Holmes
Deborah Hosford
Emma Houdmont
Alice James
Lucy James
Roberta luxon Keen
Alice Lang
Clara Lau
Lianna Lau
Regine Lau
Emma Logie-Smith
Rachel Marsh

Sophie Mendoza
Imogen Middleton

Alexia Mills

Joanne Ng
Hannah Nicolson

Laura Nicolson

January Roberts
Jordan Salmon

Emily Simpson
Anna Taylor
Keishia Taylor

Hannah Walsh
Miranda Wan
Christina Warn

Jessica Wass

Katie Webber
Lucy Webber
Iris Yan
Jennifer Yu

Alto Saxophone
Piano
Singing
Violin
Piano
Tenor Saxophone
Flute
Piano
Clarinet
Piano
Singing
Flute
Flute
Piano
Flute
Singing
Alto Saxophone
Piano
Singing
Piano
Singing
Singing
Piano
Clarinet
Singing
Piano
Clarinet
Piano
Piano
Alto Saxophone
Singing
Piano
Theory
Flute
Flute
Piano
Violin
Piano
Singing
Singing
Piano
Piano
Flute
Flute
Singing
Singing
Violin
Singing
Theory
Flute
Violin
Oboe
Theory
Flute
Piano
Piano
Flute
Flute
Singing
Flute
Practical Musicianship
Singing
Singing
Flute
Piano Accompanying
Piano

Grade 3
Grade 2
Grade 6
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 1
Grade 3
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 2
Grade 1
Grade 4
Grade 3
Grade 3
Grade 2
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 8
Grade 4
Grade 2
Grade 1
Prep
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 1
Grade 8
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 2
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 3
Grade 1
Grade 3
Grade 2
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 4
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 3
Grade 5
Grade 7
Grade 2
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 7
Grade 4
Grade 6
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 5
Grade 7
Grade 5
Grade 4

Merit
Distinction
Merit
Pass
Pass
Merit
Merit
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Merit
Merit
Merit
Pass
Merit
Merit
Distinction
Merit
Merit
Merit
Pass
Merit
Pass
Merit
Merit
Merit
Merit
Pass
Pass
Distinction
Pass
Merit
Pass
Distinction
Pass
Merit
Distinction
Merit
Pass
Distinction
Distinction
Merit
Merit
Pass
Distinction
Pass
Pass
Distinction
Merit
Distinction
Distinction
Distinction
Pass
Distinction
Merit
Pass
Merit
Merit
Pass
Pass
Pass
Distinction
Merit
Merit
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Speech Day Awards October 2003

SPORTS AWARDS

SPORTS DAY RESULTS 2003

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS

Abbey Printers
Junior Art Prize

	

Ottilia Tsoi
Top Junior Athlete
Top Intermediate Athlete
Top Senior Athlete

TENNIS
Junior Singles Champion
Senior Singles Champion
Junior Doubles Champions
Senior Doubles Champions

SWIMMING
Top Junior Swimmer
Top Intermediate Swimmer
Top Senior Swimmer

JUNIOR SPORTS GIRL 2003

SENIOR SPORTS GIRL 2003

SUPPORT FOR SCHOOL GAMES

THE PRIZES FOR
OUTDOOR PURSUITS

Amy Wyatt-Haines
Emma Wyatt-Haines
Natalie Higgin

Hermione Williams-Copp
Tessa Wigram
Hermione Williams-Copp and Summer Ferguson
Natasha Oates and Recha Grotz

Kendelle Cooke
Kate Thompson
Rebecca Stark

Emma Wyatt-Haines

Lisa Whitney

Harriet Hamilton

Georgina Barraclough
Rebecca Stark

Abbey Printers
Senior Art Prize

	

Florence Bennett

DESTINATIONS OF YEAR 13 LEAVERS
2003

Katie Bodger

	

Deferred entry to
Higher Education

Catherine Chan

	

Deferred entry to
Higher Education

Georgina Dean

	

Deferred entry to
Higher Education

Maria Glendinning University of
Manchester
BSc(Hons)
Environmental
Management

Mandy Luk

	

University of
Nottingham
BSc(Hons) Food
Science

A a AS LEVEL AWARDS GAINED IN YEAR 12

German Grade A
AS Levels in French a Home Economics

Japanese Grade A

Claire Owen

	

Bath Spa University
College
BEd(Hons)
Dance/Education

Peggy Pang

	

University of Hong
Kong
Mathematics

Recha Grotz

Marie Kawase

A LEVEL Et AS LEVEL AWARDS

Debbie Yau

	

The Prize for Mathematics

SCHOOL AWARDS

Elisabeth Kohout

Hana Kuncarova

Ajla Silajdzic

Miranda Wan

Lucinda Weston

German Grade A
AS Levels in Home Economics a Psychology

AS Levels in English, Geography Grade A,
German Grade A a Media Studies Grade A

AS Levels in French Grade A, English a
Home Economics

Helen Pizzey

	

Kent Institute of
Art Et Design
BA(Hans) Fashion
Design

Charlotte Scudder Deferred entry to
Higher Education

Camilla Smallwood University of the
West of England,
Bristol
BA(Hons) Politics

Ryoko Tamura

	

Edinburgh College
of Art Et Design
Art Foundation
Course

Miranda Wan

	

University of
Sheffield
BA(Hans)
Geography Et
Planning

Lucinda Weston

	

University of
Nottingham
BA(Hans) European
Politics

Debbie Yau

	

University of Surrey
BA(Hons) Business
Management

The Prize for Geography
The Progress Prize for English as a Foreign Language

The Prize for Science

Jameson Cup

	

Support for School Games

Drama Plate

	

Service to School Drama

Outstanding Performance in the School Production

Harriet Hamilton

Sara-Jane Lee

Catriona Fallow

Connell/Sandhurst'Cup

	

Service to the School

	

Maria Glendinning

Newman Millennium Award

	

Claire Owen

Head Girl's Prize for 2002/2003

	

Camilla Smallwood
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Future Stovarians! Perhaps? . ..
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End of Term - Christmas





End of Term - Summer



Charity Events
Christian Aid Walk 2004
Fifteen pupils from the

Junior and Senior school

took part this year. It

was a cold start to the

day but we all warmed up

as soon as we got walking.

Everyone seemed to enjoy

the challenge of collecting

a different letter stamp

on completing each

circuit of the racecourse.

This year the total raised

by the school for projects

in Burkina Faso and Mali

is over £380 . Well done to

everyone who took part!

Mrs S. Kensington

PLEASE THINK ABOUT THE THIRD WORLD!

Lewis Steer Year 6

On Saturday 8th May, Alex Reade, George Wood and I (Lewis Steer) went on the Christian
Aid Walk at Newton Abbot racecourse. We had been collecting sponsors well before the
walk and together we raised £175. We take fresh water for granted but children in the
third world are not so lucky and many are thirsty every day. Just £10 of our money will
give a child fresh water for life . We all completed the walk and found the experience
great fun and enjoyable .



Charity Events
Fairtrade Week
During the weekof March 8th to March 12th , we held a series of
activities to raise awareness of the issues of Fairtrade . This week
involved much good work and hard effort from a variety of sources
within the school . I think the issues involved in the Fai trade
campaign are best illustrated by the stories and work that follows.
Activities in the school included : Asssemblies; a Fairtrade treasure
hunt ; sales of Fairtrade products ; posters and presentations in R .E.
lessons; Fairtrade products in the dining hall and staffroom ; sale of
Fairtrade chocolate and fruit at breaktimes.

The students at Stover threw themselves into this campaign with
their usual commendable enthusiasm (although there was some
grumbling when the non Fairtrade chocolate machine was closed
down for the week) and raised money for a variety of causes through
their activities.

Here are a few exmples of the work produced and work associated
with Fairtade week.

At Stover School this year we held a
Fairtade week . Fairtrade is an
organization which helps poor farmers in
Developing world countries so that they
get good money for the goods and food
that they grow an make.

In year 6 R.E. we made somposters to
advertise the meaning of Fairtrade. We
gatherd lots of information from the
internet and books . Several people wrote
to Tesco and Sainsbury's to ak for
research and products on the
organisation . Sainsbury's and the Co-op
were the most helpful and gave many
leaflets.

Some of the goods that Fairtrade
tamers produced are : bananas, sugar,
cocoa, roses, chocolate, jewellery, clothes
and many other things.

Fairtrade is a very worthwhile
organization . For a few pence more you
are helping the lives of Developing world
country formers. So next time you are
shopping consider buying Fairtrade
products.

Fairtrade Poem
When you buy a bar of chocolate,
Or tea or coffee too,
Don't misjudge the Fairtrade label,
Many people are starving, not at all like

you.

Fairtrade helps many people,
Gives them love and care,
So they can live a better life,
And makes it really fair.

At Stover School we held,
A Fairtrade week.
To make a difference tho those,
Who are poor and weak.

In our Year 6 R.E. class,
we made posters for Fairtrade
We gathered information and pictures

together,
To show the difference that Fairtrade has

made

The following extract illustrates
one of the many thousands of
situations whereby Fairtrade has
benefited farmers and producers.

Manuel Dunaguala is a father at peace
with the world . The benefit of a life
cultivating a few hectares of bananas is
that he can work in close company with
his family. He works alongside his two
sons and his brother. His eldest daughter,
Sandra, is goin .g to college to study
agronomy. He gets a great sense of
satisfaction from the Fairtrade
cooperative that he and other small
farmers established four years ago. 'We
didn't have much experience, but we
achieved it . We are all united . We're a
brotherhood:

Manuel gets up at 5 a .m . Two hours
later, he's working alongside his brother
on his six-hectare farm . Once a week they
send a few dozen boxes of bananas for
shipment, after checking the quality and
size of the fruit. On other days. they cover
the growing bananas to protect them,
irrigate, and tend the plants in line with
Fairtrade criteria (which limit the use of
chemicals) . There's a lunch break at 11
a .m, when they use the facilities that
Manuel has installed - proper toilets and
a dining area . The workers go home at 4
pm, but Manuel will work on for another
three or four hours . 'My work has no limit'
he says. 'The cost of living is too high:

For Manuel and the other farmers in
the small El Guabo banana cooperative,
the Fairtrade market provides some
stability. This is how he can afford to send
his daughter to college . They know that\
the Fairtrade price won't swing up and
down with the wild fluctuations of the
banana market . 'Sometimes the prices are
high, sometimes they go to hell!' For the
last four years, uniquely in the Ecuadorian
banana industry, Manuel and his
companions in the cooperative have cut
out the middlemen and started to export
their own bananas

By Charlotte Ward, Olivia Morton, Alicia
Counter and Emily Simpson

By Charlotte Ward, Olivia Morton, Alicia
Counter and Emily Simpson . Mr C Baillie I



Charity Events
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In June 57 students and staff took part in a Fun Run in aid of the
British Heart Foundation . The event was the brainwave of Evette
Slinger in Year 6 who must be congratulated for organising the run.
Runners in all manner of costumes ranging from pantomime cows
and horses, Hogwarts style witches, fairies and even Bill a Ben
completed the 1500 metre course. Staff running included Miss
Axton, Miss Evans and Mr Shaw . In total, £503.01 was raised .



Public Speaking
On November 18th 2003 we held the second Inter-House Public
Speaking Competition . The teams had been practicing very hard for
weeks trying to memorise their speeches and polish their overall

presentation . Naturally, the usual symptoms of nerves were felt by
all the girls in each team - legs like jelly, butterflies in stomachs,
sweaty palms and convinced you've forgotten all the words and will
not be able to utter a single word . However, none of this was
apparent to the audience or judges who were treated to an amazing
and varied programme of talks on subjects as diverse as 'Love',
'Teenage Stereotyping', 'Cause Celebre', 'The Sky's the Limit', 'The
Royal Family' and, never to be forgotten, 'A Ferret's Take on Names:

The competition provides the girls with the opportunity of
speaking, often for the first time, to an audience in a formal setting.
The teams were marked on their ability to inform, persuade,
entertain and, if appropriate, amuse. All the teams achieved these
objectives and even surpassed them . Who can forget being
educated about the different forms of love by Megan (Year 6) or,
for the adults in the audience, being berated for the poor opinion
that society has of teenagers in general . The Intermediate team for
Victoria House left me in no doubt at all that Miss Piper-Smith
would one day grace the front pages of newspapers and have her
name in lights! We were all amazed by the confidence, presence
and sheer volume of Grace Cameron particularly since she was the
youngest and smallest of the competitors. Equally persuasive
arguments were forthcoming from the Senior teams for Elizabeth
and Victoria Houses on the subjects of reaching your potential and
the role of the monarchy in today's world . However, I'm sure that
everyone would agree that Cat Fallow has a bright future as an
after-dinner speaker should she wish to pursue that avenue . Her
speech on names had the entire audience in fits of laughter and I
doubt that there is a single member of the school, student or
teacher, who will dare to pronounce her name 'CatriOna' in future.

The winning teams, Victoria House (Grace Cameron, Poppy Piper-
Smith, Victoria Jarrad) in the Intermediate section and Mary House
(Amy Windibank, Cat Fallow, Emma Logie-Smith) in the Senior
section were presented with the Smallwood Shield by Mrs Margaret
Batten.

I would like to thank Mrs Margaret Batten, Mr Jim Putz and Mrs
Peta Absalom for giving up their time to judge the event and Mrs
Julie Fairbrother who had the equally unenviable role of Question
Master on the day.

The winning teams went on to the Rotary Club 'Youth Speaks'
Area Finals competition held at St Margaret's School in February.
Both teams gave brilliant performances with the Senior team close
runners-up and the Intermediate team winning through to the
District Finals held at Exeter University in March .

IMO

it
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Boarding Report

Boarding Report 2003-2004
Another busy year in boarding was
heralded by the return of many familiar
faces and the arrival of some new ones.
The Senior House welcomed Klara and
Kaisa who were with us for a year as part
of the HMC project as well as Natalie,
Kellary, Jane, May and Maggie who joined
Year 12 . Junior Boarding has resounded
this year with happy voices as many new
boarders settled quickly into life at Stover.
This year has also seen the arrival of a
number of new staff : Judi Millward-
Goodreds - Senior Girls Housemistress;
Margaret Leslie-Ellis - Assistant
Housemistress/Nurse ; Sarah Edworthy -
Nurse . In December we said goodbye to
the two Gap Students from Oz, Megan
and Victoria and in January welcomed the
new Gaps, Liz and Lucy. Everyone settled
in well and quickly become part of the
team.

During the year the boarders
participated in a varied programme of
activities and outings. There were the
essential trips to the cinema to see the
latest Harry Potter and Lord of the Rings
films as well as theatre evenings to see
Alice in Wonderland and Babes in the
Wood . I think this was the first
experience of a pantomime for many of
the girls and the look of amazement on
their faces as the Sheriff of Nottingham
was booed was memorable! However,
they all soon got the hang of it and were
cheering, booing and singing along with
the rest of the audience. Other trips
included ice-skating, shopping in Clark's
Village, Eden Project, shopping in Exeter,

Steam Train and River Boat trips, Devon
County Show, oh, and Christmas shopping
in Birmingham . Notice a theme here?! I
think the girls would shop 'til they drop
but there a lots of other activities to ring
the changes.

Most Sunday mornings the boarders
attend a service either at one of the local
churches such as Abbotsbury and
Highweek or we hold our own service in
Chamber Hall . This year these school
services have been made both memorable
and enjoyable by the Boarders' Band . This
was instigated by the sixth form
themselves and comprised girls playing
the piano, violin, flute, saxophone and, of
course, the drums. The hymns were
chosen each week by the band and we
were treated to some wonderful musical
accompaniments which inspired us all to
greater prowess in our singing . They will
be sadly missed . However, I feel that we
had an embryonic band forming at the
last service of the term in the form of
Maggie and Natalie on the piano with
none other than our headmaster, Mr
Thomas Packer, on the drums. I foresee
some interesting and enjoyable services
awaiting us all next term . As if that
wasn't enough of a surprise the girls were
treated to a unique rendition of 'So Long,
Farewell' from the Sound of Music by the

Boarders' Tribute Band. The members of
this motley group were Miss Sue Nuttall,
Mrs Judi Millward-Goodreds, Miss
Margaret Leslie-Ellis, Mrs Glenda Fletcher,
Miss Elizabeth Barrett-Cheetham and Mrs
Janet Packer. We brought the house
down! Where were you, Simon Cowell?

During the Sunday services a collection
is taken and this year we decided to
sponsor a child . So, we now have a new
honourary member of boarding in the
form of Ma Yadanar. She is seven years
old and lives in Myanmar. The boarders
have sent letters to her telling her about
our lives here and we have received letters
from her describing her way of life and
her family. During the Summer Term we
held a Boarders' Assembly at which Ma
was introduced to the whole school by
girls from Junior Boarding, Danielle,
Charlotte, Lucy, Hannah and Nadine.
During the same week the boarders held a
sale at which girls could buy sweets, cakes
and biscuits they had made and pretty
bracelets made by the Year 10s . This was
an enormous success and raised a
magnificent total of £145 for Ma . Well
done, girls!

The Summer Term is both happy and
sad for us as we look forward to the end
of exams and the long, hopefully sunny

holidays but also say goodbye
to many friends. We wish

the Year 13s good luck as
they embark on their
university careers or gap
year - don't forget to
keep in touch .!

Miss S Nuttall
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Boarding Report

Time in Boarding . ..
This year at Stover has been an amazing
experience for me. There is nothing better
than to learn about another country, the
culture and the language by going to
study abroad . Therefore, I'm extremely
grateful for the opportunity provided to
me by HMC and Stover School.

I have to admit that it has not always
been easy for me here, especially at the
beginning of the year. At this point, I
would like to thank everybody who
comforted me in my homesickness,
especially the girls who were very
supportive and friendly from the
beginning, which is what I first heard
about Stover - friendly people and

beautiful grounds . The boarding formed a
little community in itself, which helped
me to fit into the life here more easily as
you become part of a big family. As there
are so many women living together, the
tensions are sometimes inevitable, and
therefore I apologise to everybody who I
might have accidentally insulted or hurt,
although we have got on superbly.

I find the academic part of Stover
excellent. I have improved my English and
French so much and also had a great time
learning Psychology and Media Studies.
What amazes me about Stover is the
sense of close community ; even the
teachers who are not directly your tutors,

have an interest in you and you can ask
for help from anybody.

Although sometimes I felt extremely
unhappy, mostly due to my homesickness,
I also have felt extreme gratitude and
happiness. I have had my ups and downs
here, but I would never ever regret
anything . This year has enabled me to
grow up, take care of myself, and given
me a certain sense of freedom, a better
sense of what I want to do in the future
and where I want to go from here.

Thank you, everybody!

Best wishes,

Kaisa Lillements



Boarding Report

Verity Carrington-Wood (Year 7)
and Emily Withers (Year 6)
NEW BOARDERS IN 2003

The first few weeks were really hard . Homesickness swept in and
most of the time we were crying and wanting to go home.
Talking to our parents was overpowering and normally it would
end in tears. Then as the wave subsided we began to feel more at
home as we got more involved in the routine and things seemed
a lot better. In the Autumn Term we drank hot chocolate with
whipped cream and flakes which is gorgeous . In the Spring and
Summer Terms we have milkshakes and ice-creams with toppings
like hundreds Et thousands and chocolate chips and flakes.
Boarding is getting to be fun!

Danielle Thomson (Year 7)
AN 'OLD' BOARDER

I've been boarding since Year 5 which is a lot longer than Verity
and Emily. I am in Year 7 now and in Year 5 we never had hot
chocolate or milkshakes but now that we do I'm glad . The other
things I like in boarding are having a television, video player, table
football, computer and a fridge-freezer. Most of the new people
cry because of being homesick but I had got used to boarding
and all the new friends here make you feel better .



House Reports

Elizabeth House Report
Lizzie house had quite a successful year, which was a clear reflection of the enthusiasm and team spirit expressed by the
girls . We won the Inter-House Gym and Dance competition with the help of fantastic performances from Emma and Amy
Wyatt-Haines, Laura and Briony Phillips, Jasmine Holmes and Alice O'Rourke . The Lizzie House hockey team played some
spirited games, winning the Inter-House Hockey Cup whilst Bessie Salmon was among the runners who did their best to
lead us to victory in the cross-country competition. Sports Day was also a triumph for Lizzie House where Amy Wyatt-
Haines won the cup for Best Junior Sports Girl.

Other highlights include the inter-house Public Speaking and Performing Arts competition . Although we won
neither competition, all girls put in amazing efforts . The theme of the songs for the
Performing Arts evening was Frank Sinatra, so we sang a medley including 'I've
Got You Under My skin', 'Luck Be A Lady' and 'Come Fly With Me It was great
fun!

We had a successful charity week, in which each year group held their own
fundraising activity for Macmillan Nurses, and helped raise £250 . Everyone
launched themselves into events from cake sales to a 'Guess the Teacher' baby
photo competition . Other girls in the house made a personal effort to raise money
themselves with car washing and other helpful tasks, showing real commitment
and team spirit.

Lizzie Baker and Gemma Bishop

Mary House Report
Although at times Mary House can be seen as the under dogs, this year sheer determination and enthusiasm has resulted in
a very successful year. Our winning streak began with winning the House Cup in the autumn term and was completed by
dominating the Inter House Tennis.

The autumn term kicked off with the Inter House speaking competition, but thankfully it didn't reach a penalty shoot
out! The senior team performed particularly well, going on to speak at county level . Soon came hockey, our first sporting
activity of the year. Mary House, not being renowned for their sporting ability produced a magnificent performance
narrowly missing an overall win . This indicated how commendable participation levels have been throughout the year.

A particularly special win this year came in the spring term ; the Inter House music . With much rehearsing our vocal
practice paid off, with the Frank Sinatra theme providing us with the suitable tunes for the eager Mary House singers to
hit all of the notes . Mr. Dunbar was overjoyed ; we thought he was never going to let go of the trophy!

Shortly after followed the Gym and Dance competition . The hard work and tremendous effort put into the routines
must be mentioned with the team showing great commitment. On the day we couldn't quite win the judges over, despite
Mr. Dunbar's efforts.

Next on the list was Inter House Netball . After our defeat in the Gym and Dance we were ready to give Lizzy House a
shock. Following great performances by the juniors in particular, we managed to come out on top, fighting off
any images of Mr. Baillie in a netball skirt, which we were going to have to contend with the

	

ma'
following day in staff vs 6th form netball! To round up the spring term we were also able to --
maintain our grasp on the House cup for another term despite Miss . Evans' disbelief!

Once we had left our mark on the sporting events our attentions turned to our charity
enterprise for this year ; UNICEF. After receiving a fascinating presentation on the subject by
two year 10 girls, a lot of time and effort was put into fund raising ideas . These mainly
involved reaching out to the Stover students wallets 	 through their stomachs!

Bringing the year to a close was the infamous sports day . Even though there were a
number of outstanding individual victories, unfortunately we weren't able to contend with
Lizzy House on the track . Overall it has been a triumphant year with many more victories
than we have experienced in the past and hopefully Mary House will become more accustomed to
these victories in the future under the guidance of May Fong, who I wish all the best as the new
House Captain . I would like to thank all the Mary House members for their sheer determination
and enthusiasm that has made the past year very enjoyable. Finally I would like to thank Mr
Dunbar, our brilliant House leader, for all his help and support as well as his efforts to keep spirits
high. Good luck next year Mary House!

Tash Oates
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House Reports

Victoria House Report
Whilst this year may not have been one of Vicky House's most successful years in terms of victories, what we have lost
in silverware we have certainly gained in team spirit and enthusiasm . However, we've done very well in our charity
fundraising . We raised over f100 in a series of events which were done by different year groups . That really helped me
and the House come together and pull out a great result . All donations went to "The Trustees of Sanctuary South
Devon" which is an independent mental health centre that enables them to continue their skills projects which can be
enjoyed by mental health sufferers and also continue with their new learning process.

Philippa Scott, the deputy House Captain, will be remembered and appreciated for all the hard work and dedication
that she put into Victoria House behind the scenes, especially with the calculations for the House Cup and sorting
charity events . Thanks!

I would like to say a big thank you to all the Vicky House members this year for making it such an enjoyable time to
lead the House. I would like to wish Ronnie all the best as the new House Captain . I know she will be brilliant because
she is a lovely person to be around and will always cheer you up when you are down . I hope Ronnie will enjoy being
head of Victoria as much as I have.

Special thanks must go to Miss Evans, our House Leader, for her continuous support and encouragement to both the
House and myself, thank you. Finally, I wish every member the best of luck for the future and all the best for what I am
certain will be a victorious year.

Angel Lai

/1, 1 #

"

	

i All the House Captains
would like to thank
Paul Millward and his
team for their wonderful
catering
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A Feminist Rapunzel

Fresh from his privileged education at Eton, the
young, dashing Sir Julien galloped forth into the
countryside upon his noble steed, Scrumpy. His
sole intent was to rescue fair maidens from peril;
this was a direct result of his achieving an A .
grade Damsels in Distress AS Level.

As he rode into the hamlet of Wookey-Hole, he
came across a dilapidated tower. He heard a
dreadful booming, thumping and banging noise
coming from its walls.

" I say, old chap!" Sir Julien exclaimed to
Scrumpy, "That sounds like a dragon deflowering
a young maiden . Here is my chance to prove
my worth and rescue her!"

In response to Julien's cry, the trusty Scrumpy
flared his nostrils, rose to his hind legs, tossed
his mane and fell over. Undaunted, Julien
scrambled to his feet, straightened his sword
and ran to the tower.

Now, as Sir Julien drew near, he distinguished
obscene rapping lyrics polluting the air.

— Bleep-Bleep ""' Bleep-Bleep-Bling "
Ming-Ming ."
" What is this infernal torture?" screamed
Julien.
A window opened and a young woman stuck
her head out and yelled,
" This is what yer call rap, love!"
" What is rap?" asked Sir Julien who was
slightly bewildered.
" Rap is	 heaven!" she replied.
" What are you doing up in that tower?"
Sir Julien was surprised at how improper
this maiden was.
" My wicked witch of a muvver locked me
up 'ere because I was playin' Eminem too
loudly. I am perfectly 'appy up here as
long as no one disturbs me . Shove off! I do not want to be
disturbed no longer," the woman answered . She was getting really annoyed with this posh lad.

Sir Julien decided to make one last ditch effort to rescue her by saying, " Throw down your long hair and I will climb up
and rescue you ."
" I don't have no long hair. I chopped it off years ago- but hang a tick! I may have a present for yer ." The window
slammed shut.

Sir Julien waited for five minutes.

Suddenly, the window flew open and a black snake with red streaks sailed through the air and struck Sir Julien and
Scrumpy - slap! An evil smell of musty, unwashed hair offended their nostrils.
" There you go! I knew I would find a use for that plait some day," the young woman declared.

Still bemused by the mystery of the fairer sex, Sir Julien and Scrumpy plodded home together.
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Science Report

Stover Science Department has seen
several changes during the course of the
2003/04 academic year. Both Alison
Richards (Head of Physics) and Chris Shaw
(Head of Science) have new acquisitions
to their families ; Mrs Richards a baby boy
called Alistair and Mr Shaw a baby girl,
Poppy.

. ~4
Poppy Shaw ,

During the year the Department has
seen record numbers pass through the
Sixth Form and we bid a fond farewell to
the 7 Biologists, 11 Chemists and 6
Physicists that have recently completed
their 'A2' courses . Year 10 has seen the
introduction of a Separate 'Triple Award'
GCSE Science group and its popularity has
ensured that a similar group will run next
year.

In the Autumn term four students
competed in the prestigious Royal Society
of Chemistry's 'Top of the Bench'
competition held at Exeter University. The
team included : Mitch Spinks-Wright (Year

11), Alexia Mills (Year 10), Tabi Cottrell and
Chloe Collins (both Year 9) . The team
worked co-operatively together on an
analytical problem-solving activity and put
in a highly commendable performance.

The Spring term saw the whole of Year
8 visit Gaia in Cornwall and the Delabole
Slate Quarry as part of a joint Science and
Geography cross-curricular project. The

Gaia exhibition covered many aspects
associated with renewable energy sources
and energy conservation . The Delabole
Quarry linked with work on Earth Science
covered in Chemistry.

In March a group of four Year 8
students represented Stover at the
'Salters' Festival of Chemistry' competition
at Exeter University. The day included a
competition made up of two practical
problem-solving activities and an
entertaining lecture on 'Molecules in
Space' The team was made up of Charlie
Dorrington, Alice Cantell-Hynes, Eli Katsis
and Anna Katsis. The girls were a real
credit to the school and remained
cheerful and respectful despite just being
pipped for a top prize.

Progress on the proposed new Science
Building has been moving forward at
great pace and this exciting development
is expected to be completed by September
2005 . The science department has been
involved in the consultation process and
have put forward many ideas that have
been incorporated in the layout and
design of the four state-of-the-art
laboratories . The science suite will form
the ground floor of the new building and
we all look forward to it coming online
for next academic year.

Mr Shaw
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AUTUMN TERM
Our music year began in
typically busy fashion with
rehearsals for the Harvest
Festival . In spite of flooding
and devastation in the
Junior School on the
morning of the event, the
children rose to the
occasion giving spirited
performances of Harvest
songs alternating with
seasonal thoughts and
poems.

There was no respite and soon
rehearsals for the Christmas production
were in full swing. Sheila Wilson's
'Hosanna Rock' provided the framework
for a re-telling of the traditional
Christmas story beautifully portrayed by
the children in Reception and Years 1 - 3.
The whole school sang the songs which
included the hand jiving title number, the
sensitive 'How can this be' and finishing
with the uplifting 'You are my brother:
This huge undertaking was so successful
due to the indefatigable efforts of
everyone involved.

SPRING TERM
On March 22nd and 24th, the
children in Reception and Years 1
- 3 were involved in a Drama
Workshop run by David Jones -
principal of Creative Theatre
Schools. The Drama Workshop
was a day of enjoyable theatre
games and exercises aimed at
building self-confidence . The
children worked in pairs and
small groups throughout the
day, bringing together all that
they had learned resulting in a
short performance for relatives
and friends.

The year groups were split
into two with one group taking

Music Report

part in the Drama Workshop whilst the
other group produced plays based on
traditional stories which were performed
to each other using puppets.

SUMMER TERM
The summer term was dominated by two
productions that took place on May 21st.
Years 3 and 4 donned antennae, wings
and a multitude of legs to perform
'Minibeast Madness: Cicadas danced the
flamenco, snails sang the blues and
spiders, millipedes, dung beetles, flies and
bees all crept, crawled and conspired to be
rid of Inspector Secticide and his dastardly
Bug Squad.

The second half of the evening was
given over to Years 5 and 6 performing
Jack and the Beanstalk . Based on the
Revolting Rhyme by Roald Dahl, the play
contained the elements of a traditional
pantomime - a dancing cow, a small, but
strong hero, and an evil giant with an
enormous hooter - 'bigger than a great
big scooter!' In a twist to the original
story, the giant ate Jack's mum because
she was so smelly and Jack scaled the
mighty beanstalk to collect the golden
leaves, transforming everyone into
farmyard millionaires . The children
designed their own costumes and made
many of the props.

The performances were a huge success
- colourful and full of exuberance - due
to the tremendous amount of hard work
from everybody who was involved.

MUSIC ASSEMBLIES
Throughout the school year there have
been special Music Assemblies when
children who learn an instrument or sing
have had the chance to perform in front
of their classmates and parents . These
have been a great success and have
included a variety of instruments - piano,

flute, clarinet, voice, trumpet,
keyboard, violin, cello and

saxophone . Children
from all the year groups
have been included as
well as the Junior
school choir and
instrumental
ensembles.

•
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Music Report

Musically Polyphonic
"Music, be it Beethoven, Bartok or the Beatles, brings us together in a sharing of sound and feeling far more than can words, while
simultaneously it may reveal to us something deep within ourselves of which we had been unaware"

	

YEHUDI MENUHIN.

The musicianship provided by the girls, both at junior and senior level, is of an exceptionally high standard . The girls are committed to
the ensembles, choirs and orchestras and their participation is commendable and as always very much appreciated.

Peripatetic Lessons
The number of girls and boys receiving instrumental tuition within the junior and senior
schools is higher than ever ; with approximately 60010 of the school having instrumental and
or singing lessons. The peripatetic staff work to a very high standard, teaching and
encouraging the girls to produce excellent ABRSM results. Their hard work is greatly
appreciated by everyone involved in the music department.

Peripatetic staff:
Percussion Miss M . Hiley Piano Mr J . Bryden

Piano Mr P. Hurst Piano Miss J . Quick
Piano Miss L Chandler Piano Mrs A . Brown
Piano Mrs E. McMahon Piano Mrs J Baldwin

Cello/Piano Mrs H. Wills Violin/Viola Miss C Hayek
Recorder/Piano Miss LCross Clarinet/Saxophone Mr T. Lakeman
Flute/Voice Mrs S. Farleigh Flute Mrs A . Ayling

Brass Mrs S. Maya Guitar Mr P. Hill

This academic year saw the departure of two piano teachers at Stover - Jenny Quick and
John Bryden . Both of these teachers have contributed to the Music Department with
great commitment and will be missed by both the girls and staff.

Stover Music Activities
Many instrumental ensembles, choirs and orchestral rehearsals take place on a weekly
basis (some even start at 8 .00am!) . There are several choirs within the school and many
instrumental ensembles of graded and non-graded standard . A variety of music is
performed, providing the girls with a good insight into the world of music.

Weekly Musical Activities in the senior school include:

• Chamber Choir Years 6 - 13

	

• Flute Ensemble Grade 2 ft above

• Senior Vocal Group Years 10 - 13

	

• Flute Trio / Quartet Grade 6 Et above

• Chamber Orchestra Grade 4/5 Et above

	

• Clarinet /Sax . Ensemble Grade 2 Et above

•String Orchestra Grade 4/5 Et above

	

• Brass Ensemble Grade 1 Et above

•String Ensemble Grade 1 - 4

	

•Theory of Music Grade 1 Et above

Outstanding Achievements
•Congratulations to Rachel Marsh and

Laura Baker for gaining a place in the
National Youth Choir of Great Britain.

• Congratulations to Claire Ryan for
gaining a place in the Saturday School at
the Welsh College of Music and Drama

"In Tune" for Christmas
The Senior Vocal Group and musicians
filled the entrance hall at Stover with
renditions of Carols and Christmas songs
in three and four part harmony. The
evening was very pleasant and started the
Christmas celebrations at Stover in true
style, thanks to the committed and
musically accomplished choir and
instrumentalists.

Christmas Musical Evening for
Cancer Research
The Senior Vocal Group, soloists and
musicians were invited to provide the
evening's entertainment for the Cancer
Research event that was held in the
Stover entrance hall . Some very busy
rehearsing took place in the afternoon
prior to the concert and the hall was
flooded with beautiful warm sounds of
carols and songs to suit the occasion.
Some girls sang solos representing a
variety of musical styles from Gospel and
Soul to Romantic song and Latin non-
secular music.

Music Scholars
The music scholars at Stover make a major contribution to the
school's happy, enthusiastic and expanding music department.
Throughout the year, the scholars with an advanced instrumental
aptitude have helped with the younger ensembles and provided
support and encouragement lower down the school . Many
teachers and parents have admired their enthusiasm .

Music scholars 2003 - 2004:
Floey Bennett Year 13 Violin, Piano, Voice
Emma Higgin Year 13 Voice, Flute, Piano
Claire Ryan Year 12 Cello, Piano
Rachel Marsh Year 11 Voice, Violin, Flute, Piano
Laura Baker Year 10 Voice, Piano
Laura Nicolson Year 10 Violin, Voice, Piano
Christina Warn Year 10 Voice, Flute
Jessica Wass Year 10 Voice, Flute, Piano
Lucy Webber Year 10 Flute, Piano
Siobhan Mullins Year 8 Flute, Piano
Hannah Nicolson Year 7 Voice, Flute, Piano

Music Scholarships are awarded annually after competitive
examinations held in January. Scholarships are graded in value
according to the promise and potential of a candidate . There is
flexible entry for music scholarships at the ages of 10+, 13 or 16.
The accent on performance within the department is encouraged
by participation in concerts, festivals and master classes both in
and out of school . Music scholars are expected to perform
regularly throughout the year. Each Scholar receives a fortnightly
tutorial, which provides them with the opportunity to further
their musical training in performance, aural, theory, composition
and history.

It is expected that music scholars will reach at least grade 6
standard by the age of 15 . Grade 7 / 8 standard is expected for
scholarship entry into the 6th form.

Girls gaining scholarships aged 10+ will be reviewed on entering
years 9 and 11 . It may be necessary for girls to re-sit the
scholarship if they wish to take their musical studies further at
GCSE level and 'A' level.
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Music Report

Inter-house Music/Performing Arts Festival a The Phyllis Dence Memorial Concert
The Inter-House festival of performing arts (a whole school event) attracted an audience of over 500 people on Friday 27th February.
The evening's programme gave year 6 through to year 9 the chance to perform work that they had been preparing in their performing
arts lessons throughout the term.

The first half of the evening's programme included extracts from Faure's "Requiem" performed by the Chamber Choir, instrumental
music by J.S.Bach, an outstanding performance of "The Rhythm of Life" by Year 8, and a polished performance of a particularly difficult
arrangement of "Fever" by the Senior Vocal Group.

During the morning of the 27th the houses learnt the songs that they were to sing for the evening's competition . The theme this year
was "Frank Sinatra". A medley linking the chosen songs from each house had been arranged by Mrs . Farleigh . The idea of learning the
songs in the morning and singing them in the evening in front of an audience was a little frightening, however it was very successful
and proved to be a great experience for both the school and audience.

House Song Event: "Frank Sinatra Medley" arranged by S .H .Farleigh
Whole School : "New York, New York"
Elizabeth House : "I've Got You Under My Skin" "Come Fly With Me" Et "Luck Be A Lady"
Victoria House : "Stormy Weather", Somethin' Stupid", "Mack The Knife"
Mary House : "Fly Me To The Moon", "Beyond The Sea", "Straighten Up And Fly Right"
Whole School : "My Way"

The second half of the evening featured the Whole school house song event and the Phyllis Dence Concert . This year's performers were:
Floey Bennett (Year 13) - Violin

	

Catherine Hayek - Violin
Clara Lau (Year 13) - Piano

	

Iris Yan (Year 13) - Piano
John Bryden - Piano

John Bryden and the School Bursar had the difficult task of choosing the winning house . All three houses performed with great
enthusiasm and the house awarded the title of House song of the year was Mary.

Commendation Certificates for work in Performing Arts:
Year 6 : Eleanor Bujak, Grace Cameron, Emily Simpson
Year 7 : Grace Blower, Kelly Drummond, Chloe Flain
Year 8 : Phyllis Ho, Megan Holmes, Imogen Middleton
Year 9 : Charlotte Austin, Sara-Jane Lee, Kara Hook
Performing Arts Student of the Festival 2004
- Justine Richards - Year 9

"There is music in the air, music all around us; the
world is full of it and you simply take as much as you require."

EDWARD ELGAR

Stover Carol Service at Exeter Cathedral
The Autumn term was brought to a close
with a traditional carol service, which was
held this year at Exeter Cathedral . Despite
an incredibly bad flu virus that seemed to
spread around the choirs and
instrumentalists faster than one person
could sneeze, the Senior school chamber
choir, Senior Vocal Group and orchestra
once again surpassed themselves with their
standard of musicianship and musicality. The
girls worked for half a term in preparation
for this event, learning a wide variety of
carols both traditional and new, with several
of the carols being arranged by the Director
of Music Mrs . Farleigh . The SJPS Choir for
girls and boys blended their voices together
beautifully in a new version of the carol "In
the Bleak Mid-winter". Congregational carols
at regular intervals throughout the service
proved to be a unifying experience and the
nine lessons were read by girls, boys,
teachers and Governors.

ABRSM Examinations
The results from the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music examinations
have once again been excellent this year, with many girls gaining high merits and
distinctions at all levels . Results for all of these examinations will be recorded in the
Speech Day book in the Autumn Term 2004 .
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Performing Arts

National Youth Theatre
Since moving to
England nearly 3
years ago I had
known of the
National Youth
Theatre but until last
summer I had no
idea what it was all
about. During

Dartmouth Shakespeare Weeks production
of Twelfth Night, which my family and I
were involved in, I met both past and
present members of NYT and by the end
of the summer I had sent away for an
application form. Upon receiving the
application form and the information I
had to prepare a two minute soliloquy for
the audition in April . I promptly forgot all
about my audition. It wasn't until I had
returned from a holiday abroad that I was
greeted with the news that I had 3 days
to prepare my audition piece.

3 days later I was up in Bristol standing
outside a church hall with around 40

other applicants, each looking as nervous
as me. Once inside we were greeted by
two members of the NYT and dived
straight into a 3 hour workshop designed
to test our skills, confidence, ability to
work with others and 'attitude!: I was
dumbstruck by the standard of acting
from just this small handful of the 3,000
applicants who were hoping for a place
with NYT. Teenagers my own age were
dazzling the 'judges' with performances to
rival that of any professional . However,
don't think that I didn't enjoy myself! The
whole experience was brilliant and the
relaxed, upbeat feeling in the room was
undeniable and infectious.

After the workshop we all went our
separate ways for lunch, returning for our
own individual auditions (it was the part
was most worried about!). I was asked to I
perform my chosen piece (a monologue of
Helena's from Shakespeare's A Midsummer
Night's Dream) and then interviewed on
why I enjoyed theatre, what inspired me

to join and so on ; and truth be told, I
can't even remember what I said, I was so
nervous!

After the whole process was over I went
home convinced there was no way I had
made it in, the standard was simply too
high ; and consoling myself with the
thought that there was always next year.

Now that I've been accepted along with
the 500 new members out of a possible
3,000 (one of the biggest surprises of my
life), I'm 'in' till I'm 21 and given the
chance to perform all over England in
various productions (assuming I survive
the auditions for a part!).

A lot of credit needs to go to all the
members (including my parents) of my
local drama group ; BADS, who have given
me so many opportunities to perform ; and
members of the staff at Stover School -
in particular Mrs Middleton and Mrs
DeMontjoie, who've always given me a lot
of encouragement and support . Now,
after GCSE's, I've got a 2 week course up
in London to look forward to in August
this year!

By Cat Fallow, Year 11

THINKING OF A CAREER?
EVER WONDERED. ..
WHAT ITS LIKE TO BE A ROYAL AIR FORCE OFFICER?

If you thrive on challenge and variety, can tackle problems in your stride
and are seeking responsibility at an early age, the Royal Air Force might
have just the career for you . We are looking for officers in the
Administration, Air Traffic Control, Catering, Chaplaincy, Dentistry,
Education, Engineering, Fighter Control, Intelligence, Legal,
Medicine, Navigator, Nursing, Physical Education, Pilot,
Provost, RAF Regiment, Supply, Training specialisations.

Scholarships are available while at school
and sponsorships are available while at
university.
For further information on a career that
offers challenge, variety, travel and
adventure, first class training and an excellent
salary	 Contact:

Flt . Lt . Susie Houston
Senior Careers Liaison Officer
Fountain House
Western Way
Exeter
EX1 2DE
Telephone: 01392 425013 Fax: 01392 494818

www.rafcareers .com
ROYAL AIR FORCE Q
RISE ABOVE THE REST

The RAF values every ndMdo*r* unique contrib..% irrespective of Moe au
nnnc origin, raven . g..,0 . *seat anent. en sacs.. backgroundNone . la-

reasons of matt .. Ooe,wae. .awrn cannot join dew RAF Regnant_
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Careers Report 2003-2004

This year Careers for Years 10 Et 11 have seen two main events. The first Careers
Impact Day held in the Autumn Term was a full day on Study Skills presented by
Learning Seminars. The girls learnt various memory techniques and the art of mind
mapping . The feedback from the girls was encouraging and most thought that it
had been a worthwhile session in which they had learnt a lot that would be of
considerable use in their future studies.

This term Year 10 participated in a Careers Day at which three institutions were
represented. The day started off with Rebekah Yeomans from Norland Nannies
explaining about the various qualifications and careers available for those
considering working with young children . Visions of seeing the world aboard a
luxury cruise liner or working for a celebrity family were floating before our eyes.
The girls enjoyed the experience, hesitantly at first, of acting out 'The Hungry
Caterpillar' and 'Two Fat Gentlemen : They soon discovered that to work with
children you have to give up all self-consciousness and dignity!

Laura Jeffrey from CITB then gave them a glimpse of what it might be like to work
in construction – not the first career choice on most girls' minds . However, by the
end of the session most of them were at least more aware of the possibilities and
how equal opportunities has changed the industry. The girls were divided into teams
and had to plan and develop a site with 12 houses, roads, cars and parking . Each
team member undertook the role of architect, engineer, environmental engineer,
project manager or planner. At the end of 1 1 /2 hours each team had to deliver their
presentation to the rest of the groups . A winning team was announced based on
the overall development and financial efficiency of the project.

The day was rounded off by a talk by Flt. Lt. Susie Houston about careers in the RAF
for women. It was interesting to hear not just about the different roles in the air
force such as pilot, air traffic control and administration but also how it enriches
your own life and experiences. Susie, for instance, seems to enjoy a variety of
sporting activities such as skiing, parachuting, rafting etc . Not for me but the girls
were impressed by the possibilities open to them!

Miss S . Nuttall



School Trips - Abergavenny

Abergavenny — Geography field trip Year 10 closed how it affected people living there.
It was really interesting speaking to people
and hearing what they had to say . We
moved on to our last and final stop - BIG
PIT! We went down the deep mine in a
cage, equipped with helmets and battery
packs and were given a guided tour by one
of the miners. This tour was quite difficult
if your height was more than 5 ft, the
times I banged my head on the roof - the
helmet came in handy though.

It was a great experience to go down so
far and see where people used to have to
work all day. It was cold, damp and very
dark . We did have head lamps on but we
all thought it would be a great laugh to
turn our head lamps off, so we could
frighten each other to death! It was so
dark you couldn't see a thing . All of us
clenched each others hands - holding on
for dear Iife1

We surfaced and decided to go on an

Day 1
The weather was quite dull and
unfortunately rain had been forecast for
the next few days. We all clambered onto
the coach with our rucksacks bulging-with
sweets and goodies ready for the long
journey ahead . The journey wasn't as bad
as I had expected.

Our first stop was LG Electronics at
Newport. Here we parked outside the
factories and Mrs Smith gave us a running
commentary on the background and
history of the factories, whife'We were
vigorously scribbling down what she was
saying . A few of us got off the coach to
take some photos - typical tourists!

After this visit we had a brief 15
minute stop at Asda where we had a
quick look around and then were back on
the coach in no time, ready and raring to
go for the last visit of the day - Selar, the
open cast mine. This was great fun ; we
got out of the coach equipped with our
wellies, clipboards and cameras. We all
filed into an office block on the site
where we were given some background
knowledge about the coal mine itself.
After the short discussion we were given
protective clothing and we were ready to
start the tour. We were asked to split into
two groups and bundled into the back of
small Land Rovers, preparing ourselves for
the bumpy ride! We passed huge
machines which were at work, digging the
coal and transporting it to all the
different areas. Our driver was one of the
site managers ; he was talking to us about'
the different machines and their jobs,
although we did struggle to hear him over
all the noise! It was interesting to see all
these men and their machines at work!

Later we arrived at our hostel and were
allocated our rooms. Yaz and I couldn't
wait to get to our room and slump on the
beds - Heaven!

Supper was at 6 o'clock, so we were all
ready to go downstairs and have
something to eat. The work session
preparing for tomorrow, started at
7o'clock and ended at 9 o'clock. By then
most of us were drained and ready for
bed!

Day 2
Following our breakfast we collected our
packed lunches and were ready for our
trip to the river! We were led by a tutor
called Rhys, who taught us in one of the
work sessions the night before . We
gathered our belonging and put on our

waterproofs and wellies preparing for our
first stop at site one . This was the closest
site to the source of the river, so we were
expecting clean water. We did some work
on invertibrate classification, where we
caught bugs and had to identify them by
comparing them to our classification
sheets . We recorded what we had found
out and we took the temperature and pH
so that we could compare our results to
the other two sites further downstream.
This was so we could investigate how the
water quality changed as we went further
down the river.

After lunch we continued with the river
study, where we were taken to the next
site . I wasn't really looking forward to this
section, since we had been told that this
site would be the dirtiest part of the river
and we could possibly be discovering sorri animation tour, which was really
unpleasant things!!! After all, site two

	

enjoyable too! The trip was coming to an
wasn't as bad as I first thought ; we

	

, :tnd and it was time to get back on the
investigated the water quality again and . =' coach and make our long journey home!
recorded our results just as before . By now,

	

Time passed quickly ; despite the holiday
we were all quite tired and felt unclean,

	

traffic and anyway we were too
but nonetheless we only had one last site

	

preoccupied to notice, since we were all
to visit .

	

glued to the TV watching films!
Site three was one of the more tricky

Ito
Before we knew it we were back

places to obtain the water from . It was

	

home. . . safe and sound!
hard to get to, since the bank was so
steep, we eventually managed by helping
each other with the experiments and we
were on our way back to the hostel -
everyone ready for showers!

Due to the huge hustle and bustle of
everyone trying to grab a shower first, a
group of us decided to take a stroll down
to the town and have a look around . We
came back with our Tesco carrier bags full
of more goodies for the journey home
tomorrow.

In the evening, we had supper as
normal and then later went down to the
classroom for our work session again . Here
we reviewed at we had done today.
Once again,

	

ne looked extremely
tired, when it had finished we all made
our way up the stairs! A few of us played
a game of cards and had a natter, and
soon it was time to for bed!

The Final Day
Morning came quickly and we
got up for breakfast, packed our
cases and were on our way again
to Blaenavon town . Here we
asked people questions that we
had made up, to try and discover
something about the history of
the town and when the coal mine

by Christina Warn 10E



School Trips - Abergavenny

Geography field work trip to

Abergavenny 28-30th April
We were all packed and ready to leave at 9 :00.
The weather was rather dismal and I was
relieved to get out of the rain and onto the
coach . We were well on the way ; a quick stop
at Magor service station for a small portion of
overpriced chips then back on the road . After a
short stop outside an LG . factory we headed to
Selar open cast mine. Here, we were given a
small talk and everyone made a grab for the
hard hats and high visibility jackets . We then
experienced a bumpy ride while we were shown
around the mine in the back of a Land Rover.
Some people even had a lift in a big digging
machine! We were then ready to leave,
unfortunately we had to return the hard hats.

When we arrived at the youth hostel I was
quite tired . Christina and I were assigned our
room and I unpacked straight away, not
without sticking up my Orlando Bloom poster
first though! All of us were rather hungry after
the long day, but mysteriously we had all lost
our appetites when it was time dinner!? After
this we had a 2 hour work period where we
met Rhys and Kate who were going to help us
with our river investigation.

The next morning everyone was quite tired,
especially me and Christina as we were chatting
(quietly) to the early hours . . . Hope we didn't
keep you up Miss Evans?! Our river
investigation was great, I was a bit cold
though . We worked in our groups fishing for
bugs and then counting them . Alex, of course,
managed to fall over, luckily for everyone it
wasn't in the polluted part of the river.

We all felt rather dirty after that day so
there was a huge rush for the showers, those
who missed out had to wait their turn.
Unfortunately, though, two unlucky ladies
waited a little too late and were caught in the
showers when the fire alarm went off . They had
to come outside in their towels, sopping wet!!!

That night we had a 2 hour work session to
write up that day's work . There was only 1 hour
until bed, therefore we made the most of it,
but got carried away and continued to chat
past bedtime . We were told to go to bed and so
we got ready. Christina came running into the
room rather shocked.

"Miss Evans is sitting outside our room
reading newspapers. She's not going to her own
room until we are all asleep ." I was worried
because I hadn't been to the toilet yet . Still, I
left the room and Miss Evans had to move for
me and again when I came back. Apparently
she stayed there until we were all silent. We
must have kept her up the previous night.

In the morning we had to pack before
breakfast, then we went around the town of
Blaenavon to do a town survey. On the coach,
Alexia had discovered her camera had an
everlasting film . We were taking photos of
everyone around us. The fun was spoiled,
though, when she-realised that there had been
no film in the camera at all.

Next came my favourite part of the trip. We
went down the 'Big Pit : It was dark and wet and
everyone kept hitting their helmets on the
ridiculously low ceiling . On the journey home we

watched 'Ice Age' and fooled around a bit (this
involved three of us in one seat and resulted in
Kate on the floor), but it felt good to be back at
Stover where, of course, it was raining . Typical
since we'd had lovely weather in Wales.

Yasmin Saad 10E

Geography Field Trip to Abergaveny
On the last day, we were woken up bleary eyed
by the smell of burning and rotten eggs, fearful
that we may have left our 'mini"travel' kettle
on over night, only to realize a little while later
that its was drifting up from the kitchens
below us! It was to be OUR breakfast! After
much hard work trying to persuade the zips to
close on our suitcases, we left our rooms
looking spick and span and departed for our
breakfast - which turned out to be rather tasty,
much to our surprise.

Before we left for the town of Blaenavon,
we went into the freezing cold class room,
where Mrs. Smith informed us of the plan for
the day ahead. Then off we went . ..

Driving into Blaenavon was nothing
spectacular; it seemed - a quiet, dull town with
what looked like not much to do . However,
through further surveying we found that the
town has undergone a revolution from an old,
rundown mining village, once thriving, to a
book town, now a popular tourist attraction.

The Year Ten Geography fieldtrip to Abergavenny,
South Wales was certainly a most anticipated
one! Each year came back telling hilarious tales
and as our time came to depart, spirits were
high. After the coach journey of two hours we
were all provided with one last opportunity to fill
ourselves with food before the evening came
(rumour had it that the food was not five star)
and all stuffed themselves in Burger King!

Our first stop at the LG Electronics factory
provided a photo opportunity yet as we stepped
off the bus we were first hit by the windy Welsh
weather which violently carried us and caused
many a blurred photo. Our second stop was at
the Selar Opencast Mine. As we arrived, all
wanted to go in the coal smothered white Land
Rovers as opposed to walking and luckily for my
group we got the guide who broke the rules,
providing us with unforgettable experiences. The
journey in the Land Rovers, although rickety, was
great fun and as we passed huge and menacing
coal carriers with eight foot wheels, little did
some of the group know that they were to go in
one later. And as Rosie Cardale disappeared up
the yellow ladder into the control centre, she
embarked upon two rides to the bottom of the
two hundred and ten metre coal mine ; leaving
us feeling she was never to return. Hard hats
banging on the ceiling of the Land Rover,
clinging onto one another, we returned to the
main site to stand on the edge of the mine. This
merely proved that when you stamped your foot
hard enough, huge fragments of coal would
cascade and disintegrate to the bottom. Despite
the fact that we were joking about what would
happen should one of us fall, each was secretly
scared . Yet luckily our guide informed us that
only one person had died here, the site manager
who had a heart attack a week ago!

As we arrived at 'Tyr Morwydd . Environmental
Study Centre" and were assigned our rooms we
then faced the prospect of the bathroom . With
only three toilets and five showers between us
thirty-four students we had to pose the
question- how would we all cope? Talks of a six-
thirty stint emerged enabling us to even get a
chance of showering . Yet this was only to be
shattered by Mrs Smith who proclaimed that she
and the other teachers did not wish to be woken
before seven o'clock.

After these talks were over, we all dashed to
the canteen to be greeted by the pleasant staff.
Whilst the meal of pizza and chips indeed
appealed to many, regular trips to 'Telco Metro'
in Abergavenny town centre occurred over the
next two days and many will confess they have
never been so eager to go to Tescos . The next
hurdle to jump was that of the lesson before
we could at last go to bed after a tiring day.
The lesson with Rhys who worked at the centre
definitely proved worthwhile for Alex who
rather admired him . Yet of course there was the
educational side to it as we identified
invertebrates we were to study the next day. All
of our newly acquired knowledge appeared
daunting, yet with Rhys and Kate (an ecologist)
to help us, we could not go wrong.

Day two of the fieldtrip and we woke raring
to go. Today we were wading in three sites of
the River Ebbw Fawr dressed in waterproof
trousers and wellies . The weather was cold and
by the time we had identified hundreds of
invertebrates, all were eager to return to the
study centre. I had never encountered baetidae
in my life and I'm sure many will agree that
they wouldn't mind if they never did again after
we found one hundred and eight of them at
site two. On this evening we had to work until
nine thirty. Yet whilst this appeared torturous at
the time, I have to say we learnt a lot!

The Welsh town of Blaenavon which we
visited on our last day in Wales, whilst derelict,
portrayed a great sense of community.
Everyone knew each other and many even
knew Newton Abbot! The Big Pit was closely
linked to Blaenavon's history and this was our
last destination in Wales . Here we donned hard
hats with lights and descended hundreds of
feet into darkness in a wire metal cage. As our
guide told us stories of explosions killing four
hundred people, we all feared the worst and
thought we were never to come out and by the
time he had run through the oxygen mask
procedure, we were all gripping hands tightly!
Whilst we were nearer the centre of the earth
it appeared ten times colder! However, the Big
Pit was an excellent experience, yet I warn you
not to wear your best clothes! They will get
completely ruined.

We arrived back in Devon having had
memorable experiences, not forgetting an
educationally rewarding stay! To all those in
year nine and below ; take GCSE Geography not
only because it is enjoyable, but for this
fieldtrip. It is one you will never forget!!

Lucy Webber 10S
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Year 6
History and Geography Trip
On Wednesday 12th May, Year Six,
accompanied by Mr Barter, Mrs Kensington
and Miss Ohl, went on a History and
Geography school trip to Grimspound on
Dartmoor. When we arrived we piled out of
minibuses and we were introduced to our
guide from Dartmoor National Park
Authority, Mr Montagne . We crossed the
road and trudged up a steep hill . A little
way up we discovered a round house or
what they called a hut circle . The hut circle
would have been made of granite, with a
thatched roof, which would have been
supported by a wooden frame. Keeping up
the frame would have been a circle of
wooden posts in the middle of the houses.
In between the circle would have been the
fire and the family would have sat in
between the separate posts . Some hut
circles would have had a little porch
leading into the house. A little way up we
saw two more hut circles . We completed
the first hill (which was hard) and we
walked up the second hill (which was
easier) .We soon came across an interesting
piece of granite which was made of Felspar,
Mica and Quartz . Soon in sight was a large
tor. When we finally got there we were
allowed to play on the rock for about
fifteen minutes. We stumbled down a
rocky path, crossed a stream using a small
granite bridge and finally reached our
destination at Grimspound . Grimspound is
a large settlement of twenty-six hut
circles . A sturdy granite wall surrounds it.
When we reached the central hut circle we
were told by our guide to go and
investigate all of the hut circles . After
about twenty minutes we were called in to
have our lunch . After we had our lunch we
started the second half of the walk . We
walked down to the road and crossed it.
After we had all crossed the road we
walked through lots of rustling heather,

and went down to the stream
through lots of marshy

areas . In the marshy
areas we found a

rare

	

type

	

of
purple

	

flower
called butter-
wort and also
spagnum moss,
which can be
used to treat

wounds .

	

We
walked along a

bank over a stream . We
squelched along in

many bogs and

some of us fell in the bog and got stuck.
We walked along for a while longer and
found two more wild flowers and a bog
which wobbled if you stood on it . We
walked along the stream a bit more and
found a waterfall which we named "Stover
Falls" . We kept on walking and then we saw
a river and the guide said that we could go
and paddle in it so we did. We were
allowed to paddle in the river for about
twenty minutes. Then a baby lamb came up
to us so we had to chase it back to its
mother, but the lamb kept coming back
again and again . After we had paddled in
the river we started walking again . We
walked up a hill and then we saw both of
the buses. We were all very tired but had
had a wonderful day out and learnt all
sorts of things.

By Alicia Thew and Nicole Large

A Trip To Grimspound
For one of our trips this term, we had a
field trip to Grimspound . We had a really
good day and learnt lots of interesting
things. Here are some of the day's
highlights. All the way around we saw
lumps of granite some were big and some
were small. We stopped at one particular
big lump, and looked at all the crystals that
were inside it . There were three that we
could see : a see-through grey one called
Quartz, a shiny black one called Mica and a
big white horse like teeth one called
Felspar. The guide also told us about three
different types of rock sedimentary rocks,
igneous rocks and metamorphic rocks . The
sedimentary rocks are rocks which are
layered beneath the sea, the Igneous rocks,
like granite, were once magma and came
up to the surface and the metamorphic
rocks are rocks that have been changed.
We have also found out that granite has
veins which contain tin ore ; these pieces of
rock were once split out to get the tin.

When we finally got to Grimspound, our
first impression from a distance was a large
circle of rocks with lots of smaller rocks
inside if. When we got down it turned out
to be very different . The large circle was

once a wall, and the smaller circles were
once round houses. We were allowed to
explore the houses and we found some
interesting things . Our favourite hut was
one with two rooms. The smaller room was
higher than the larger room we assumed
that it was for livestock and the larger
room was for the people . We also had a
look nearby. There was a small pool and in
it there seemed to be a rock wedged into
the bank, which we thought was put there
by the Bronze Age people to make the
getting of water easier.

Later on in the walk we found some
spagnum moss, which was growing in a
boggy patch . The guide told us that this
moss was used like a sponge and soaked up
water. He said that the Vikings used it as
toilet paper and the Eskimos used it as
baby's nappies because it wouldn't give
you nappy rash . We all had a really good
day and would like to say thank you to
everybody who organised this field trip for
Year Six.

By Felicity Guest Et Emily Simpson



School Trips -
Riverford a Sharpham Vineyard

It was June 28th and all of Year 8,
dressed in mufti and old trainers, were
waiting in the Junior School car park
to begin our eventful day. Mrs Smith,
Mrs Richards and Mr Barter rounded us
up and sorted us into the groups we
would be in to sit in the minibuses.

Whilst sitting in Mrs Smith's mini
bus, Poppy, Vicky and Nadine sang
loudly to the tune of "Let's Get It
Started" by the Black Eyed Peas. On
arriving at our first destination,
Riverford Farm, we scrambled off the
minibus eager to see if we could eat
any organic strawberries! To our
disappointment we had to be content
with some sharp tasting tayberries.
The owner of the farm, Mr Guy
Watson, showed us around his organic
farm and whilst he was talking we
scribbled down notes on inputs,
processes and outputs . To end the
morning we all clambered onto the
back of a trailer and were towed by
tractor to some huge polytunnels
containing fresh vegetables and herbs.
We all had the opportunity to sample
some of the fare on hand, including
delicious cucumbers and celery freshly
cut from the plants . We were also
lucky enough to be given fresh organic
lettuce to take home with us. On our
return to the main farm, Mrs Smith
gave us the choice of where we
wanted to eat our packed lunches —
picnic tables or minibuses : as rain
seemed imminent and being the
fusspots we are, we chose to eat in the
mini buses!

The second part of the day took us
to the beautiful dairy and vineyard at
Sharpham on the banks of the River
Dart . As no Stover trip had ever been
to the vineyard we had to be on our
best behaviour. Of course being the
lovely girls Year 8 are, we did not need
telling twice!

The Sharpham Trust ranger, a young
woman called Catherine, met us . Firstly
she told us about how the local
'Sharpham Rustic' cheese was made
and we all had the chance to sample
some. Later Catherine gave us a
guided tour of the vineyard . It was
interesting to discover about the
annual lifecycle of vines and how the
south facing slopes are ideal for

growing grapes. Half way through our

	

was all great
walk, we heard a big bang and then a

	

fun and very
massive thud . Many of my friends

	

funny.
thought it was a gunshot but as it

	

After having
turned out, it was only a tree falling

	

such an
down a slope into the River Dart .

	

enjoyable day,
As we approached the end of our

	

everyone went
day, Catherine paired us up and gave a

	

home
blindfold to each pair. She wanted us

	

absolutely
to think about the importance of

	

shattered!
senses, particularly for mammals with
poor eyesight . Whilst blindfolded, we
had to sniff certain plants selected by
our partner. I am certain that my
partner gave me a plant that smelled
of roast chicken flavoured crisps! It
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School Trips - Costa Rica

In December 2003, a group of sixteen
girls from Years 10 and 11 and four
teachers went on a geography trip to
Costa Rica . The lucky teachers who went
were Mrs Smith, Mr Brown, Miss Axton
and Mrs Elce.

On our first night we stayed in a hotel
near to Gatwick airport and then early
the next morning we travelled to
Gatwick airport and began our long
journey to Costa Rica.

There was a very long delay at the
airport . We had been sitting in the
departure lounge for an hour when we
got told that everyone's luggage had to
be taken off of the plane and rechecked!
We then had a delay of two hours. It
was a bit of worry as this delay may have
meant that we missed our connecting
flight from Newark to San Jose.
However, we managed to get onto our
plane, arrive in Newark and catch our
flight down to San Jose where we met
our guides Mario and Suki and our bus
driver, Juan Maria.

On the first night we stayed in San
Jose and then travelled north to the
Arenal volcano . On the way we went to

INBioparque, a nature
centre

where we saw small versions of the main
types of rainforest and saw many
animals and butterflies.

The next day we went on a boat trip
around Lake Arenal and then in the
afternoon we went bathing in hot
springs in the middle of the rainforest.
This was one of the highlights of the trip.
We walked deep into the rainforest and
then soaked in hot pools of water ; the
hottest pool was 48 degrees centigrade.

From the volcano we transferred to
Montverde by horse. This was really hard
as it was a four hour trek through the
rainforest in the rain! However, it was a
brilliant experience and everyone had an
excellent time. We had to cross a very
wide, fast moving river that was full
because of all of the extra rain . Whilst it
was very scary, it was very exhilarating
and enjoyed by us all.

The next day was another great day.
In the morning we planted a wild
avocado tree to help protect the habitat
of the bellbird and then went to a cloud
rainforest . In the afternoon we went on
a canopy tour. This was amazing . We all
had our own harnesses and then were
attached to a wire, one at a time . Our
guide, Pablo, then pushed

us and we went flying over the canopy.
There were eleven or twelve lines ; the
fastest was capable at making you fly at
50 miles per hour and the highest was
150 feet above the ground. On the first
few lines no one dared to look around,
but as we became more confident, we
looked down onto the canopy. You
could see for miles around and it was
just surreal to feel above the world . On
the last wire, we went straight through
the middle of a cloud . It was damp and
cold and you could not see where you
were going at all!

The next day was the hottest day so
far but we spent most of the day
travelling down to Puntarenas. This is on
the Pacific coast and we stayed in a large
resort called Punta Leona . We had to
wear green wristbands to show that we
were guests at the hotel . In the
afternoon we went swimming in the
Pacific Ocean and pool, but then it
started throwing it down with rain . The
lifeguard told us to get out of the sea as
it was too dangerous,
but we remained in
the pool as we were
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School Trips - Costa Rica

just as wet there as we would have been
anywhere else! In the evening we went
to the hotel disco . Even though it was
not Ibiza, we all had a really good time
dancing to Costa Rican music with a
group of Costa Ricans . We also spent the
next day at the hotel and luckily it was
much warmer so we all got a bit of a
suntan . In the morning we visited
another rainforest where we saw an
anteater and held a baby racoon that
they had just been found in the
rainforest. In the afternoon we played
volleyball which was a total
embarrassment as none of us had played
much volleyball before and we could not
get any rallies going.

The final day came and we had to
travel back to San Jose . On the way we
had the chance to do some more
shopping and maybe buy an extra bag to
carry all of the souvenirs we had
collected. When we got to the hotel in
the evening, Mario agreed that he would
take us on a tour around the city. We

saw that the Costa Ricans had a fetish
for shoes as we saw more shoe shops
than anything else. We also had another
glimpse at the Christmas decorations
used in Costa Rica and outside a
children's hospital we saw a massive tree
totally covered in lights . We then went
to a restaurant for an excellent meal and
then went late night shopping. When
we got back to the hotel we gave Mrs
Smith a thank you present for organising
the trip so brilliantly. We got her some
wooden bowls that the year 11's had
found in one of the shops. It was then
time to go to bed to be ready for the
long day of travelling that followed.

We woke up early on the last day and
did our final packing . Emily, Hannah and
Kate all slept in but luckily one of us
went to wake them up because
otherwise we could have been very late
for the plane . We had a light breakfast
and then had a group photo. The photo
session seemed to go on

forever as everyone wanted a picture
taken with their camera, and the hotel
staff had to help to make sure it all got
done. We then headed off to the airport
where we said goodbye, Merry Christmas
and thank you to Mario, Suki and Juan
Marie . After the initial worry that all of
our flights had been cancelled, we
managed to get through to the
departure lounge and begin our journey
home.

Both of the flights were fine and we
had a good break at Newark airport
where we had hot chocolate and cookies
in Starbucks. We arrived at Gatwick
early on the 18th December where we
were met by my Dad! We then travelled
by coach back to Stover where we met
all the other parents . It was good to be
home, especially with Christmas coming
up very soon, but it was an excellent trip
and I am sure everyone would want to
go again .

Emma Wyatt-Haines



School Trips - Chagford

A report about the Year 7 field
trip to Chagford
In January, Year 7 went on a
Geography field trip to Chagford . We
left Stover at 9 .00am and travelled
along the A382 through Bovey Tracy
and Moretonhampstead . We then
turned off onto the B3206 to
Chagford.

When we arrived, we split up into
groups of roughtly 3 or 4 and we:
found out what all the buildings in the
square were used for ; made a list of all
the services in the square and how
many there were ; tried to date some of
the buildings ; wrote down some clues
suggesting tourists visited Chagford;
and tried to decide whether Chagford
is a town or a village by asking local
people and what it felt like to us . We
also found out that is one of the four
Stannary towns and that the Bishop's
house, the market building and the
church are the oldest buildings in
Chagford.

At the end of the trip, we had
gathered enough information to
decide for ourselves whether Chagford
is a town or a village . Over a period of
two weeks, everybody in Year 7
completed a project and these were
being displayed outside the Home
Economics room.

by Charlotte Newman ; 7M

Report on Chagford
Chagford is a truly delightful place to
visit! The people here are friendly and
have cute little dogs. It also has a very
interesting history, but if all this talk is
making you peckish, why not visit the
bars or cafes, as there are plenty of
them for you to choose from.

If you want to catch up with the
latest news, just pop down to the
newsagent . If you have children with
you, beware! There is a wide selection
of sweets, crisps and drinks waiting for
their taste buds.

Are you in desperate need for
clothes? Just simply go and try on a
few tops or trousers at the clothes
shop! Also you can buy fine arts and
sculptures at the art and sculpture
shops to decorate your home with .

Now let's go back in time for the
moment . In the church's graveyard
there are five brave souls who fought
and died in World War Two . You will
notice this by seeing a wooden cross
with a poppy on the tombstone.

If you are fed up with city and town
life, just go around outside of
Chagford and see the Dartmoor
ponies . This is true nature! So if you do
go to Chagford, make sure you visit
every inch of it . It is mind-boggling
exciting .

by Lucy Saad 7M

Year 7s Geography field trip
to Chagford
In January 2004, Year 7 took a field
trip to Chagford, in Devon . We
followed the A382 through Bovey
Tracy and passed Moretonhampstead.
We then turned off at B3206 to bring
us into Chagford.

CChagford's oldest house is the
Bishop's House and it was built in the
15th century. The Market house was
built in 1862, but Chagford's St
Michael's Church was built in 1261 . At
the end of the day, we decided that
Chagford is a Stannary Market Town.
Chagford is called a Stannary Market
Town because when the tin was mined
off the moors, the miners came to
Chagford to assay the tin - find the
purity. Chagford soon grew, but in the
19th century, a man called James
Perrott became the first Dartmoor
guide and took visitors and tourists to
Cranmere Pool . He placed one of the
first letterboxes there, a bottle.

In the year 1641, something very
exciting happened in Chagford
apparently . A woman called Mary
Widdon got married very nicely in the
church and as she turned to walk out
down the church steps, an ex-lover
shot her. The class decided that he was
supposed to be aiming at the groom.

Chagford's last census was in 2001:
the total number of people in
Chagford is 1563 ; and according to the
settlement hierarchy, Chagford is a
small town. We know that tourists
come to Chagford because there are
pubs, restaurants and other catering

facilities. There are also art galleries
and antique shops.

At the end of the trip we soon filed
back on the buses with all our treats
and souvenirs.

by Hannah Gower 7M

Year 7 trip to Chagford
In Chagford our main task was to find
out about the many different aspects
of the town and to discover whether it
was a town or a village.

When we arrived in Chagford we
divided into small groups of four . We
then all set off to fill in a small, land
use map of Chagford . There were quite
a few shops and houses in Chagford
and it took us all quite a while to write
them all down.

Once we had done that, we had to
make a list of all the services in
Chagford . This included things such as
the police station, chemist and food
stores.

We then spent our time collecting
the dates of buildings. My group and I
spent quite a while researching the
church . We couldn't find an exact date
for many of the shops in Chagford
because most of them had been other
shops or businesses which had moved
away. The oldest building in Chagford,
of course, was the church . It has been
there since 1261 . That's 743 years! We
also found out that the first person to
be buried there was Thomas Coath
Adams.

We then questioned the people
living in Chagford . Did they think they
lived in a town or a village? 80% of the
people we asked said that Chagford
was a town . The other 20% thought it
to be a large village. We also found out
that Chagford used to be a Stannary
town since there used to be tin mining
nearby.

Overall, I think that Chagford is a
town. I feel this way because of the
size of its population, the market and
its many services.

by Georgina Green, 7B
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School Trips - Totnes

On Thursday 17th June, Year 7,
accompanied by Mr Barter, Mrs
Kensington, Mrs Hurst and Mrs
Middleton, departed from Stover for a
historical trip to the town of Totnes . We
travelled by coach and it took us
approximately thirty minutes.

When we arrived we were divided up
into two groups ; Mrs Middleton and Mrs
Hurst accompanied 7B and half of 7K,
including myself. We strolled down to
the Dart Estuary where we learnt what
the town of Totnes was used for in the
early stages of the development to the
town it is today. Mr Barter and Mrs
Kensington accompanied the other half
of our form and 7M who were taken to
the Town Mill . It was there where we all
gathered to listen to Mr Barter talk to us

about Totnes' history. We learnt how
Totnes grew from a small trading town
to a large town with many tourist
attractions.

After visiting the Mill, all of Year 7
made their way down to the museum
where we sat in an old living room of a
very wealthy merchant named Sir Walter
Kelland, who owned the building in
1575. We explored the different living
standards of such a well-known
merchant of that time . We found out
that Sir Walter Kelland traded tin and
wool and it is from this he achieved such
wealth . This is shown by the front of the
building where there are many wooden
carvings displayed in a very artistic
manner.

Mr Barter then took us up to the
Guildhall . We learnt that the Guildhall
was first used as a monastery, but over

the years has been re-constructed as a
school and a courtroom with a prison,
which is still displayed there today with
dummies in the prison cells., or in our
case Mr Barter, who jumped out at us all
and scared us half to death!

We then made our way up to the
castle, on our way we stopped at the
Butterwalk, which was the old market of
Totnes . On each building there was a
roof over the pavement, which protected
the market sellers' goods and kept them
cool.

We then reached the castle, where we
had lunch and had a chat with out
friends. Inside the castle we clambered
up some stairs which led to the ramparts.
We looked down through the gaps in the
stone to see the views of the town . It
seemed a very long way down!!

Finally, we all got to do a girl's
favourite thing, SHOPPING!! We all knew
exactly where we wanted to go, and
what to spend our money on, so we
abandoned our teachers for half an hour!

It was then time to get back onto the
coach . We all had a great time in Totnes
and were all excited about doing our
projects on the famous, historical
town!!!

Kelly Drummond 7K

Stover Girls meet Jamie Oliver
On Friday 28th November 2003 the
Home Economists, staff and parents
travelled to Birmingham to the BBC
Good Food Show at the National
Exhibition Centre.

The day began with lots of food
sampling at a vast array of stalls and we
all came away feeling very full and
carrying vast numbers of carrier bags full
of goodies to bring back home. We also

had the chance to see 'Good Food Live'
being filmed, which was very exciting.
Mrs Greene (Emma Logie-Smith's mum)
was part of a demonstration and she had
to prepare a dish in front of an audience,
we all went along to support her and
gave her a big cheer at the end.

We all met our favourite celebrity
chefs, with Jamie Oliver being very
popular with some of our girls!!!

We ended our day by watching a
fantastic demonstration by Jamie that
included a new song he had written
called 'Fish Stew : It became the song of
the term with the year 11 Home
Economics group!

	

Mrs Karen Veal
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No one going on the ski trip to L'Alpe
D'Huez could contain her excitement.
After meeting Megan and Sarah (who
were also going), I was jumping up and
down, full of beans and ready to go.
Unfortunately we first had to endure
two lessons of Friday morning!
Standing by the coach at ten o'clock,
my friend Robyn approached me in
tears. As it turned out, she thought we
were all going to die on the journey, as
it was Friday 13 th February! The call
finally came to climb aboard the
coach, in year order (year 13-7) : oldest
ones at the back younger ones at the
front.

We were off, all waving cheerful
goodbyes to our parents. After settling
ourselves, and having some important
instructions carried out, Miss Goodall
picked "Catch Me If You Can" to watch
on the mini television at the front of
the coach . I was amazed that the film
was in its final ten minutes as we
reached Folkestone.

Twelve hours later, it was time to
sleep . All reading lights were turned
off. Thanks to the uncomfortable
sleeping arrangements, we slept sitting
up; I dozed for only ten minutes! For
most of the night, I watched Lyon and
other cities go by.

At around five in the morning, we
stopped for a loo break. I was one of
about five that went . After two more
hours, the sleepers were woken up and
we entered the Massif Central for one
more stop for breakfast at a service
station. Heading for the toilets,
Megan, Sarah and I saw a massive
queue for the girls' loos. To our
disbelief, five women cut the queue
and headed for the mens' loos instead!

We reached the Hotel Chamois at
about eleven in the morning, found
our rooms and set off, in groups, for
our ski boots, skis and poles.

On the Sunday we had our first
skiing day. I was so surprised to find
the weather was boiling hot ; the sky
was as blue as can be and the sun beat
down on the crisp white snow. As I
was an absolute beginner, I was
nervous and excited but got to grips
with my skis pretty easily. By the end
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of a six-hour skiing day, I was
exhausted and I can tell you : pulling
my ski boots off was the best feeling!

Monday passed quickly in the
advanced beginners group and I
eagerly awaited Tuesday but only had
an afternoon of skiing, due to the fact
that I was suffering from exhaustion
and sunburn on my face . Mrs de
Mountjoie bought me some excellent
sun cream and I suffered no more. We
ended the day ice-skating on an
outdoor rink under floodlights and I
think I was one of the only ones
staying up right!

Wednesday was as eventful as the
previous days as we all endeavoured to
learn how to skim our way effortlessly
down the slopes . I felt a real sense of
achievement as I turned into someone
who could actually manage to ski! I
felt like a James Bond girl as I took off
down the slopes, the wind in my hair
and the cold air rushing against my
cheeks! The day ended with a pizza
night at the Cafe Chaud.

Thursday was another exciting and
new day as all skiers were eagerly
anticipating the trip to the local
nightclub for 12-18 year olds : The
Igloo . Also, on this day, my instructor,
Eric, decided he would take us down a
really scary "Red Slope" - this is one
grade below the expert slope : a black
slope. I was terrified but Jasmine,
Justine and I were the only ones not to
fall over. Watching Laura and Alex
getting stuck halfway down was a
sight to be seen. Even a complete
stranger stopped to help them whilst
saying, "I've lost my daughter . Oh
well ." When we reached the bottom
we all told Eric, "Never, never do that
to us again . Please, please don't make
us do that again ." On a chair lift,
heading right up into the mountains,
Jasmine dropped her glove at the fifth
post so, when we reached the
seventeenth post we all had to ski back
down!

The nightclub was brilliant . We
partied away while Miss Evans fell
asleep in the din of Fatman Scoop . I
was dancing away by a raised platform
when, all of a sudden, this girl poured

half her lemonade on my head and I
had sticky hair for the rest of the
evening!

On Friday we had three hours
wonderful skiing, took back all our ski
equipment, washed our hair and
packed what needed to be packed and
made our way downstairs into the
dining room for presentations . We
gave our instructors gifts and my
friend Poppy was made to sing the
song she had sung all the way down
the slopes skiing . I received the award
for being "Marmite Girl of the Week"-
just because I had a yellow jacket and
black salopettes!

We watched "Pearl Harbour" that
evening and half the coach was in

tears . We were so upset that Miss
Goodall had to put on "Bridget Jones'
Diary" to cheer us up! At one point
that evening, our coach driver got lost
in Lyon and we had to stop the video
for ten minutes! That night I had
absolutely no sleep what so ever . After
we had exited the Euro tunnel, we
watched "Armageddon" and even the
most hard-hearted of people, i .e.
myself, cried!

Upon entering Stover's drive, Mrs
Brown turned off "Moulin Rouge" and
we all said our thank yous and went
home tired but very happy. Roll on
next year's trip!

By Imogen Middleton 8C
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Friends of Stover

Family Fun Day
The sun was shining brightly on Stover
School for the annual Friends of
Stover School Family Fun Day held in
June . The school grounds were full of
fun activities for children and adults.
Along with the games and BBO, there
was entertainment by Elfic the Jester,

a cricket match and a fabulous fly-by
provided by the Devon and Cornwall
Air Ambulance . One of the most
popular stalls was the Target Golf.
Thomas Rooke won the prize for the
longest Drive . Scott Jessop and
Victoria Payne scored top points in the
Junior competition . Dave Gower won

best overall score with an incredible
360 points . The top raffle prize of a
balloon ride for two went to Mrs
Jaworski of Bovey Tracey. The massive
jar of sweets went to Oscar Pelling for
guessing that there were 549 sweets in
the jar . The day was a huge success
raising £4500 towards Project 2004!



Friends of Stover

Project 2003 Library Update
Last year, the Friends of Stover PTA
donated £10,000 to refurbish the
Senior School library. The Board of
Governors agreed to match all
funds donated by FOS, which in
total gave the school £20,000 to
fund this project . A Library
Development Plan was drawn up to
ensure the best possible use of this
money. In the plan, it was stated
that a library management system,
new shelving, window seats, new
computers and of course new
books were needed.

The library management system
has now been introduced
throughout the school and will be
able to be accessed from both the

Senior and Junior schools computer
networks. This is a much needed
system which will enable all
students and staff to see what
resources are available and will allow
borrowing from both locations.

New shelving has been installed
to provide for more books and
easier accessibility by both Junior
and Senior school students.

It was felt that the library could
also benefit by having more
comfortable informal seating.
Window seats will be available for
more relaxed perusal of books and
resources.

The specification for 3 new
computers has been lodged with
the Bursar. These will be multi-

media workstations incorporating
headsets and DVD/CD-ROM drives.

The most important resource for
the library is, of course, books.
£5,000 of the money raised, will be
spent on new books. The staff had
submitted lists of required reading
and resources needed for each
subject . There will also be a series
of book fairs to help raise
additional funds . Please support
these events-every book sold
contributes money to our libraries.

And finally, I would like to say a
huge thank you on behalf of FOS
to everyone that has helped and
supported us this year.

Mrs Sara Pelling

Francis CIark
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
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Friends of Stover

FOS has had such a wonderful year. Beginning with the Barn Dance and Fireworks Night through to the
Family Fun Day, we have been pleased with how supportive both the school and the parents have been
at all of our events. Thanks to that support, we have reached our target of £10,000 for Project 2004.
The Junior School has already received £2000 for new books in the library. The balance of the money
will be spent on playground equipment for the junior play area . The children have been very busy
making plans, pictures and even graphs to help us choose the best possible combination of beams, slides
and adventure trails. Some children even suggested a waterslide and paddling pool! Unfortunately, our
funds do not stretch to that, but we will do our best to find the most exciting design incorporating as
many of the children's ideas as possible.

The year's highlights have included:

The Christmas Fair
What a fantastic day we had! Jubilee Hall
was decorated beautifully with holly and
tinsel on every door and window. The
mood was set with a spectacular Winter
Wonderland provided and manned by the
ever so popular Retired Fairy (aka Liz
Stroud) . Her fabulous games and prizes
entertained children of all ages . The
various stalls provided plenty of spending
opportunities and Susie Morris and her
team were waiting to wrap all purchases.
Mrs Coyle was well fed manning the
cookie-decorating table with the help of
some of her year five pupils . All had a
great day!

The Fashion Show
The Fashion show was
a huge success
involving more than 60
models from throughout
the school . The children
were fantastic . Compli-
ments have been received
from retailers saying what
a lovely group of children
they were to work with.
The confidence that grew
with each rehearsal was
astonishing, resulting in an outstanding show. Over £2000 was
raised towards Project 2004 and a donation has also made to
Children's Hospice South West.

The video of the evening, taken by Bill Sumner, is superb and
well worth watching to relive the occasion. If you were not
there, take the chance to borrow a copy and see what a great
night we all had! There are some particularly hilarious moments
by parents and staff!

Photographs courtesty of Devon Live
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Summer Ball 2004

	

Summer Ball 2004

It appeared we had been living in
Jubilee Hall for what seemed like days
decorating and putting final touches
in preparation for the Ball . By the time
Saturday came we were all exhausted!

At 7.00 o'clock all the guests made
their way to the- Portico where we
were treated to Champagne and
Canapes.

In the main hall the grand piano was
lit by candlelight and strains of
Beethoven, Chopin, Schubert Et
Debussy could e heard - this was
aptly played by ris Yan a sixth form
pupil here at St er.

A little
before
8.00 p .m.

'*-.. . the large
rass

ong was
sounded
by

	

Mr
Packer to

I? 4

	

announce
that dinner
was served
and everyone
proceeded to
Jubilee Hall.

	

The

	

Head-
master began

	

the

	

evening
with grace - a
delightful
composition,

	

which

	

made
reference to the
food, and drink
we were about to

enjoy and also to the increase of our
waistlines! During the meal, a
caricaturist entertained us. He was also
an extremely accomplished magician,
and a whiz with playing cards.

Compliments to the chef - the food
was delicious - chicken, fresh salmon
and asparagus to name just a few of
the dishes plus an accompaniment of
Mexican and Greek salads, black olives,
fresh pineapple - the list of delectable
and mouth watering food was endless.
Finally the piece de resistance was a
sweet entitled 'Stover's Symphony of
Summer deserts' -- no description
could do it justice.

After the meal, we danced the nig
away to a disco and a local band call
'Moonlight All too soon the fin
number was being played . Guest ,
caught their partners around the wai
and danced off to the musical strai
of the Conga into the beautiful
moonlit grounds . Within minutes the
sky was alight - filled with fireworks,
all colours of the rainbow shimmering
and dancing through the midnight sky.
As the final clusters of lights faded
away the 2004 Summer Ball drew to a
close.

If you were unable to join us I hope the
picture we have painted has allowed
you to enjoy a fraction of this
wonderful evening - maybe you will
choose to join us at the 2005 Summer
Ball and experience it for yourself!

Flip (Philippa Scott) Et

Miz (Mizuki Konno

t 7.00 o'clock all the

guests made their way

to the Portico where

we were treated to

Champagne and

Canapes . . .;,



A Walk On the Moors?
Imagine waking up early on a chilly January
morning ; imagine falling into ice-cold
rivers and heaving around waterlogged
boots that you nearly loose in the dense
Dartmoor mud . This is Ten Tors training
although it is better than it sounds.
Everybody is working together towards a
common goal and, believe it or not, it is
actually fun . I will not lie, the training is
difficult but the reward is great . Overall we
completed several one-day walks and two
overnight camps as our training . Every time
that we walked it was a new experience ; for
many it was not the walking that we found
hard but instead it was the weight of the
bags and the mental perseverance.

The team - Katie Hildred (Captain), Tabi
Cotrell (Vice Captain), Hermione Williams-
Copp, Georgina Leonard, Shelly Feng, Mitch
Spinks-Wright and Summer Ferguson
(Reserve), assembled at Okehampton Army
Camp on Friday, 15th May and spent the
day scrutineering, route planning and
assembling everything we would need for
the walk . Throughout the day, anxiety

started to creep in . On Saturday we awoke
early and ensured that we had a good
breakfast . By the time we assembled at the
starting point, nerves were showing . The
claxon rang and 2400 people ran down the
slope and filed onto the path . We were
soon underway and our nerves quite
literally evaporated away . As the sun
poured onto our backs we plodded on with
each and every one of us giving 110% . I
think that our most challenging tor was
Kitty as it is extremely steep and lengthy;
we also reached it as the sun was nearly at
its hottest . Unlike traditional Ten Tor's
weather, it was not raining but instead was
oven-hot all weekend. At 7 :00 p .m . after
walking solidly for twelve hours, we
reached South Hessary Tor where we
camped and, due to fatigue, slept soundly
all night . Sunday saw another early
morning start . On the second day the pace
inevitably decreased as we were by now
extremely tired, but we got through . Stover
arrived back at Okehampton Camp at 4 .45
p .m . with only fifteen minutes to spare .

Everybody in the team gained something
from Ten Tors be it personal, mental or
physical . Each of us improved our ability to
work as a team and learnt a great deal
about our team mates . I think that it is safe
to say that we have all become a little
fitter. We all feel that our hard work has
paid off and the pride that we have in
ourselves about completing the task is
paramount to any other emotion . The trick
to completing Ten Tors is mind over body;
if you tell yourself that it is possible then
you'll do it but let your body take control
and you won't.

I think that the whole team would like to
take this opportunity to thank all those
who made it possible for us to do Ten Tors
- Mr Brown, Mr Barter, Mrs De Montjoie
and Mrs Head . Without them it would have
been impossible to have this chance . I
would advise anybody who has the chance
to do Ten Tors to do so because it really is
a wonderful accomplishment . Ten Tors is an
experience which none of us will ever
forget.

Hermione Williams-Copp



Sport 2004

Staff verses VI Form Rounders July 2004

The staff team members were Mr Baillie, Miss Goodall, Miss Axton,
Miss Skuckova, Mr Dunbar, Mrs Craven, Mr Barter, Mr Shaw, Miss
Evans and Mrs Brown . This motley crew batted first.

Mr Baillie, who can hit the ball miles, opened the batting.
Although not up to his usual standard, the ball still went a long
way giving the teachers a good opening . Despite strength in depth,
the staff lost several good players cheaply and did well to score 12
rounders.

During the VI Form innings, Mr Baillie acted as back stop, 1st post
was Mrs Brown, 2nd post was Miss Evans, 3rd and 4th posts were
covered by Mr Barter and Mrs Craven who was also the bowler . Most
of the VI Formers were good batters, particularly Lucy . Spectacular
fielding by Mr Baillie did little to prevent their onward march towards
victory . All the girls played well and were generally unlucky to be
caught or stumped out . As the end neared, the score was 12 rounders
each with only two girls still in . Although we lost Mizuki Konno,

Mitch just managed to scrape the 1 /2 rounder needed for a well-
deserved VI Form victory. It was a tight

game but great to watch.

Charlotte Gall 7M
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Inter-house Rounders Report

On Tuesday 6th July the senior school gathered on
the sports field to watch and participate in House
Rounders. The weather was good for players and
spectators alike, although perhaps a little too warm
by the end of the competition! It was a great event
and I'm sure even the members of Mary house (who
unfortunately finished last, despite their team spirit
and hard work) enjoyed it . Victoria House won with
Elizabeth House a close second . Well done to
everybody who took part ; let us hope Mary House
do better next year!



Inter-House
Cross-Country

As usual the weather let us down and the clouds
opened up upon Stover. The 2 mile cross-country
was set up and the day had come when all the hard
work and practice was to be put to the test . The
juniors split into Year 7 and 8 set of first, with teams
of 6 for each house, stretching out and aiming to do
their best. Running through puddles and mud, many
were unrecognisable due to the excess mud that
covered their faces and legs . Next followed the
intermediates, the real professionals . The running
spikes were on and the race was closely contested to
begin with although there was a break away in the
form of Bessie Salmon who finished way ahead of
the field . After a lot of complaining and groaning
the seniors for each house set off, not best pleased
with getting dirty as well as having to run . Things
went well however, and a good race was had by all
with some excellent sprint finishes. Overall the
winning house was Elizabeth with Mary and Vicky
closely contesting for second place ; Mary just
managed to pip the post second . Well done all who
took part and the many avid supporters.

First — Elizabeth House
Second - Mary House

Third - Vicky



Sport 2004

Inter- House Gymnastics,
Dance and Trampolining

After lots of hard work, determination and
practise the day finally came for the
performers to do their best . The competition
was high and the girls competed in a variety
of performances:

Sports Acro Pair
Modern Rhythmic Group
Sports Acro Group
Dance
Vault
Trampette
Trampolining

The lead changed hands a
number of times and the final
results were as follows:

First Second Third

Sports Acro pair Mary Elizabeth Victoria

Modern Rhythmic
Group Mary Victoria Elizabeth

Sports Acro Group Elizabeth Victoria Mary

Dance Elizabeth Victoria Mary

Vault Elizabeth Elizabeth Mary

Trampette Elizabeth Mary Elizabeth

Trampolining Elizabeth Mary Victoria

The best performance of the day went to the Elizabeth Dance pair : Laura and
Briony Phillips

The overall result was:
FIRST – Elizabeth

	

SECOND – Mary

	

THIRD - Victoria

Inter- House Hockey

Dark, misty figures running after a
ball, nearly invisible to the naked eye
made the first match of the inter-
house hockey extremely exciting and
entertaining . Throughout the day
each house had its ups and downs, but
play was of a very high standard . Even
if there were a few incidents including
a bloody nose (courtesy of Becky
Stark) and a variety of mud packs! The
competition was high and the junior,
intermediate and senior results saw a

number of surprises. Lizzy won the
junior hockey tournament, although
closely contested by Vicky, with only 2
goals divergent much to Miss Evans'
(Vicky House Leader) disappointment.
Vicky House were wiped out in the
intermediate competition leaving the
other teams standing in the stalls.
Revenge, however, was still possible in
the form of Lizzy's senior hockey team.
Although they had an unfair
advantage due to Vicky going one man

down, they were still very strong . The
results were close and many putting
up a good fight ; Lizzy ended victorious
and collected the cup . Well-Done
Lizzy!

The overall score:

1st Elizabeth House
2nd Victoria House

3rd Mary House
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Staff verses VI Form Hockey

Christmas spirit remained strong
throughout the match, the VI Form
kicked off with tinsel around their
legs! The staff had a strong team -
having recruited teachers from the
Junior school . Some of the male
teachers towered like giants over the
VI Form - it was extremely
intimidating . The match was umpired
by Mrs . 'D' a ref. with biased
tendencies towards the teachers. The

VI Form maintained possession for
most of the first half. Due to the
amazing footwork of Mr. Dunbar, who
scored an own goal, the VI Form went
one up . Thanks Mr. Dunbar!

It was a violent match with lots of
pushing and barging, but luckily no
one was injured . The staff however,
came back with a vengeance after a
stimulating and motivating talk from
Mrs. Evans . They came back fast and

hard and the goals seemed to pop in,
despite Sophie Lyons, on her debut as
goalkeeper, making some excellent
saves. Everybody thoroughly enjoyed
the game and the spectators were
entertained .

Staff

	

4
VI Form

	

1

Staff versus
VI Form NetballInter-House Netball

Enthusiasm was high for this tournament . After much
debating the teams were decided . It started with year 6 and
7 A and B teams being umpired by Miss. Goodall and Mrs.
Craven. It was a close competition and Mary won both sets
of matches with Victoria and Elizabeth contending with

1 joint 2nd . Each half lasted 7 minutes and so the sides had
to be quick and make a direct impact as soon as they got

on the court . This was the case for the Victoria team
representing year 8 and 9 . Victoria wiped the
board and left Elizabeth and Mary desperate for
goals! However, Mary returned to the top and
their year 10 team managed to knock up a score
of 11 goals in just 10 minutes- pretty good
going . The cheering continued to grow as the
end was getting closer and many of the
members of staff (no names mentioned!) were
becoming extremely anxious and needed a sit
down to calm their nerves! The sixth form were

next and for the first time in the morning
Mary didn't win one game and Victoria
managed to come out victorious!!

The overall results was as follows:
First – Mary
Second – Victoria
Third – Elizabeth
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Staff Netball Team
Staff - 15
VI Form – 8

Dressed up in fishnets, school skirts,
bunches and tank tops, the VI Form went
out on the court to have a good laugh!
However, they were confronted with a
highly motivated and competitive team of
teachers. The game started off, being
umpired by Lisa Whitney, who limped up
and down the court, due to recently
recovering from a broken ankle . The VI
Form were definitely out shone in talent
and they made a tremendous effort in
order to keep the score down to 8-6 after
the second 10 minute quarter. As the
game progressed, the teachers stormed
ahead and with the help of a basketball
shooter as GS. They managed to win 15-8.
A great match was
had by all and the
supportive younger
years provided an
excellent crowd .



Sports Day 2004

Many a week of training was put into the afternoon of June
25th . We were all relieved to see the sun shining and the grass
drying up after the torrential rain only a couple of days before.
At lunchtime, every individual involved tried to stock up on
energy foods whilst reading a note from Miss Evans (Head of
Victoria), strategically placed in the dining room, telling all Lizzy
and Mary house members to eat as much chocolate cake as they
could! I wonder why	

At 1 :30 the whole of the senior school made its way out onto
the sports field . The first track event was the junior hurdles ; not
an event I can do, as I have short legs . Standing at the javelin
point, I heard the crack of the starting gun and all I could do was
shout myself hoarse : "COME ON VICKY HOUSE!"

The afternoon passed with an atmosphere of excitement - all
girls hoping it would be their house that was going to win . What
an amazing bunch of girls we are at Stover : we can run, jump,
throw and tug, whatever our shape or size! Some sixth formers
ran straight out of an A level exam to race round the track! With
the final track event approaching, the Year Six students took their
places for the relays. As they ran, Mr Dunbar made some witty
comments about them, such as : "Look at those little pocket
rockets" and "They may be short but look at them go ."

The final event was the dreaded Tug-Of-War. All participants
desperately tried to find some way of making their hands have
more grip . As we pulled and pulled my hands started feel as if
they were on fire . We jerked and heaved and slid while our faces
went an interesting shade of purple. In fact, I think my face was
the same colour as my shorts by the time I finished . With Mr
Baillie and Miss Evans shouting down my ears, it was very hard to
concentrate!

Finishing that torture, parents and pupils alike took their places
for the award ceremony. I was pleased that I had come first in
the Junior Javelin for throwing 14 .91 metres ( luckily I didn't spear
Mr Baillie) . It was a good day for all my friends : Amy Wyatt-
Haines ( Lizzy House) became the best junior sports girl, Hannah
Bennett ( Mary House) ran her socks off in the 1500 metres and
Vicky Jarrad achieved a personal best in the high jump . We all
went home tired but proud.

The end result was, predictably:
Elizabeth 1st

Victoria 2nd
Mary 3rd

By Imogen Middleton 8C
(Victoria House)

St .Y.,cr	,1ar
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SPORTS DAY RESULTS

Events Juniors (6,7,8) Inters (9,10) Seniors (12, 13)

Hurdles Nikita Higinso'i
Mary 14 .55

Charlotte Austin
Mary 15 .03

100 metres Amy Wyatt-Haines
Elizabeth 13 .20

Alexia Mills
Victoria 13 .84

Tess Wigram
Mary 14 .70

200 metres Sarah Baker
Victoria 30 .72

Laura Baker
Elizabeth 29 .65

Becky Stark
Victoria 32 .7

300 metres Victoria Jarrad
Victoria 50 .10

Bessie Salmon
Elizabeth 48 .39

Natasha Corner
Elizabeth 56.1

800 metres Victoria Stark
Victoria 2 .57

Tabitha Cottrell
Elizabeth 2 .50 .6

Lisa Whitney
2 .59 .6

1500 meters Hannah Bennett
Mary 5 .48 .9

Jasmine Holmes
Elizabeth 5 .53 .7

Long Jump Nadine Thompson
Elizabeth 3 .80

Alexia Mills
Victoria 4 .17

Michelle Spinks-Wright
Elizabeth 4.22

High Jump Amy Wyatt-Haines
Elizabeth 1 .50

Charlotte Austin
Mary 1 .27 .5

Zoe Swift
Mary 1 .31

Shot Poppy Piper-Smith
Victoria 6 .48

January Roberts
Mary 7 .07

Katie Hildred
Victoria 6 .9

Discus Pacaya Pound
Victoria 17 .10

Rosie Cardale
Victoria 19 .45

Charlotte Hayes
Elizabeth 19 .4

Javelin Imogen Middleton
Victoria 14.91

Jasmine Holmes
Elizabeth 15 .90

Hannah MacDonald
Mary 22 .85

Year 6 Relay Mary 'A' Team
1 .06 .7

Year 7 Relay Victoria 'A' Team
1 .03 .7

Year 8 Relay Elizabeth 'A' Team
59 .2

Year 9 Relay Elizabeth 'A' Team
1 .00 .18

Year 10 Relay Elizabeth 'A' Team
58 .75

Year 11 Relay Elizabeth

Year 12 Relay
04

ry
85

M1 a
1 1031

Year 13 Relay Elizabeth
1 .04 .75

TROPHIES

Top Senior Athlete
Zoe Swift

	

Mary

	

Events - 800m and High Jump
Lisa Whitney

	

Elizabeth

	

Events - 800m and Long Jump
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HOUSE TROPHY

1st

	

Elizabeth

	

453 points

2nd

	

Victoria

	

397 points

3rd

	

Mary

	

329 points

Top Junior Athlete
Amy Wyatt-Haines Elizabeth Events - 100m and High Jump
Top Inter Athlete
Alexia Mills Victoria Events - Long Jump and 100m

Fastest Relay Team
'''ear 10

	

Elizabeth Team 'A'

	

Time 58 .75 2
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Sport 2004

Athletics Season 2004
This year there has been a marked improvement in the standard of athletics with many more girls
taking part and training hard, some even attending early morning training sessions coached by Miss
Goodall before school starts. Many of these girls have excelled in their individual events, breaking
school records and improving personal bests . The increased level of commitment and coaching has
resulted in athletics at Stover moving up a level . This is clearly visible from the results over the
season . Amy Wyatt-Haines (top junior athlete), Alexia Mills (top intermediate athlete), Bessie
Salmon, Hannah Bennett and Issy Hayes are just a few of the girls who have either won or achieved
places within the top three consistently at many of the athletics meetings . An incredible thirteen
athletes managed to achieve the qualifying times to be selected to represent Stover in the National
Prep School Finals in Birmingham at the end of the season . This is an great achievement and
hopefully they will be able to reach these levels and receive the same success again next year . Well
done to all those who have competed ; it has been an excellent season.

National Prep School
Finals 2004 Results

I . Hayes 200m 16th

A. Wyatt-Haines 100m
High Jump

2nd (13 .2)
1st (1 .47)

M . Pattrick 1500m 10th (5 .56)

C . Ward 800m 13th

M. Higginson Hurdles 13th

H . Bennett 1500m 7th

N . Higginson Hurdles 14th

P. Piper-Smith Shot 14th (7 .60)

N . Thomson 200m
U 12 Relay
U 14 Relay

17th
9th
6th

Combined Events
Amy Wyatt-Haines - Pentathlon - 2nd in 1st round.
Selected to represent Devon at the South West Regional trial and qualification for the nationals.
In the next round she came 8th overall and her team came 2nd overall narrowly missing out on going to the national round.

Emma Wyatt-Haines - 6th in 1st round (reserve for next round).

Stover School Magazine 2003-2004

Representatives for the National Prep
School Finals in Birmingham 5 July 2004

Amy Wyatt-Haines U14 100m, HJ, U14 relay
Monique Pattrick U13 1500m
Megan Higginson U12 70m hurdles, U12 relay
Hannah Bennett U14 1500m
Nikita Higginson U13 70m hurdles
Poppy Piper-Smith U14 shot put
Nadine Thomson U14 200m, U14 relay
Issy Hayes U12 200m, HJ, U12 relay
Sarah Baker U14 relay
Vicky Jarrad U14 relay
Charlotte Ward U12 800m, U12 relay
Eleanor Bujak U12 relay
Evette Slinger U12 relay
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Area Trials at Churston Ferrers
Grammar School

Q

Junior Girls (Yrs 8 Et 9)

2nd 13 .5100m Amy Wyatt-Haines
Alice O'Rourke 6th 14 .6

200m Nadine Thomson 4th 30 .6

800m Tabi Cottrell 2nd 2 .53 .6 Q
Lucy Theobald 3rd 2 .56 .7 Q

1500m Hannah Bennett 3rd 5 .45 .3 Q
Jasmine Holmes 5th 5 .48 .1

Shot Jenny Pomeroy 7th 6 .26
Summer Ferguson 6th .24

U Nadine Thomson 4th .61
Alice O'Rourke 5th 3 .42

Discus Hermione W-Copp 2nd 19 .32 Q

HJ Amy Wyatt-Haines 1st 155 Q

Senior Girls (yrs 10 Et 11)

2nd 13 .6 Q100m Alexia Mills
Hannah Newey 5th 13 .9

200m Laura Baker 3rd 30.6 Q

300m Bessie Salmon 2nd 49 .5 Q

800m Bessie Salmon 2 .44 Q

1500m Kate Thompson 3rd 5 .50 Q

Discus Charlie Hayes 21 .90 Q
Rosie Cardale 19 .60 Q

U Alexia Mills 1st 4 .12 Q
Hannah Newey 5th 3 .56

Kelly Trophy Results

Girls Open
A. Wyatt-Haines 1st 100m Record 13 .5
N . Thomson 2nd 200m 30 .2
L Theobald 4th 800m 2 .47 .5
H . Bennett 2nd 1500m 6 .01 .3
N . Higginson 2nd Hurdles 15.3
N . Thomson 3rd Long Jump 3 .80
A. Wyatt-Haines 1st High Jump 1 .40
P. Piper-Smith 2nd Shot 7 .62
L Embury 6th Javelin 16.7

Girls U12
M. Higginson 6th 100m 15.7
E .

	

Bujak 3rd 200m 34.0
C . Ward 2nd 800m 2 .56.4
M. Higginson 1st Hurdles 14.7
M. Higginson 6th Long Jump 3 .18
C . Ward 3rd High Jump 1 .05
C . Kirkman 8th Shot 5 .02
C . Ward 4th Javelin 10 .90

Overall
Open Girls
Junior Girls

1st

1st
3rd

Relay
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Hockey Report — Autumn 2003
The beginning of the hockey season involved a lot of huffing and puffing from girls who wished they had kept their fitness up over the
long summer holiday. The first few games attempted to jog the memory back into how to dribble a ball, but with lots of enthusiasm the
season looked promising . An experienced and motivated player captained each year. Matches began with fixtures against Teignmouth,
Kelly College and KEVICS . There were some close results and throughout the season the results were as followed:

	

U11 won 3

	

U12 won 4
	drew 2

	

drew 2

	

lost 2

	

lost 3

	

U13 won 3

	

U14 won 4

	

drew 3

	

drew 4
	lost 4

	

lost 2

	

U15 won 2

	

U18 won 2

	

drew 0

	

drew 1

	

lost 3

	

lost 3

There was some excellent play, especially from the goalkeepers . If play continues
to such a high standard next year, then the teams are sure to make Stover proud.
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Results — Netball Spring 2004

V EXETER SCHOOL

U12 lost 7-3

U13 lost 7-4

U18 lost 21-20

U13 won 25-4 (v their bs)

U14 won 25-7

V KINGSBRIDGE

U12 lost

U13 lost 20-10

U14 won 25-4

U15 lost 15-5

V TRINITY

U15 won 18-8

V KEVICS

U12 won 10-1

U15 won 21-2

V WEST BUCKLAND

U14 won 14-11

U16 lost 26-16

U18 lost 23-26

V BRAMDEAN

Ull won 6-2

U15 cancelled

V MAYNARD

U18 cancelled

U14 cancelled

U12 lost 14-8 (v their Bs)

U13 lost 13-7 (v their Bs)

U15 won 24-18

V ST AUBYNS

Ull lost 15-4

V ST MARGERETS

U12 won

U13 lost 11-7

U15 won 24-10

V ST PETERS

U14 A lost 20-11

U14B lost 14-16

Ull tournament at Maynard School
V Trinity won 2-1

V St Peters won 3-1
V West Buckland lost 6-0
V Exeter school lost 5-2

5th 6th play off V Exeter Cathedral
won 5-0

5th overall
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Rounders Season 2004

Due to the short season the teams
unfortunately had a limited amount of
matches, however the hard work and
practise put in during this season by Miss
Goodall, Mrs Craven and girls has paid off.
Although there were a few loses, many of
the teams successfully won a number of
their matches against rival schools such as
Coombeshead and Exeter . All the rounders
teams have played consistently well
throughout the term, and hopefully next
year will be able to improve further.

Rounders Results 2004

v Exeter School U13 lost 13-27

v Exeter School U12 won 26-10'/2

v Kelly (friendly) U18 lost 27-6'/2

v Kelly (friendly) U15 lost 28-13'/2

v Plymouth U13 lost 21-15

v Plymouth U12 won 20'/2-13

v Coombeshead U14/15mix won 20'/2-12

v Coombeshead U12/13mix won 18-2
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Tennis Results 2004
Girls

Yr 10	

Churston Grammar School

	

Lost 6 .0

Teign School

	

Won 6 .0

Yr 8

Churston Grammar School

	

Lost 6 .0

Teign School

	

Won 6 .0

Yr 6/5

The Maynard

	

Lost 6 .0

Stoodley Knowle

	

Lost 6.0

Boys

Under 11 Friendly

Trinity School

	

Won 3 games

Seniors 1st VI Doubles

West Buckland

Aberdare Cup

Lost

Lost to Torquay Grammar 4.2

Designed to be different. A mixture of chic jewellery individually handcrafted from
around the world . For that very special gift or occasion visit . ..

Sir ;,c Scnoo ' ..1agazinr 2003-2004

	~_- Inspiring combinations of silver, pearls, crystal, beads
1►. and semi-precious stones.

Unique Classic Affordable Simply beautiful, treat yourself

New
Buildings
Lane
GANDY
STREET
Exeter
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Cross Country Results 2003-2004

Area trials - Forches Cross

	

(3 December 2003) St Petroc's cross country (6th February 2004)

Year 7 - team 2nd overall (3 points behind winners) U9 girls - (130 entrants) U9 Boys - (130 entrants)
Vicky Stark - 2 Ella Ettridge - 23 Jake Carr-Dobson - 13
Tamsin Cardale - 6 Lucy Morris - 34 Tom Simmons - 24
Issy Hayes - 11 Lizzy Micheal - 36 Sam Wyatt-Haines - 26
Amalia Elford - 18 Chloe Goodlad - 61 James Clay - 37
Alice Lang - 25 Res - Sunneva Coyne-Stacey
Harriet Foale - 27

Ull A Girls - 2nd overall Ull B -
Year 8Et9-team 1st

	

Year 10 Et 11 - team 1st (42 points equal with Maynard, Issy Hayes - 29
Lucy Theobald - 4

	

Kathryn Hendy - 7 2nd on countback) (150 entrants) Megan Higginson - 43
Hannah Bennett - 5

	

Emilie Leonard - 8 Charlotte Ward - 6 Eleanor Hendy - 51
Megan Holmes - 12

	

Jenny Wilson - 10 Imogen Holmes - 13 Olivia Morton - 52
Jasmine Holmes - 19

	

Bessie Salmon 11 Alice Lang - 23 Chantelle Jessop - 65
Vicky Jarrad - 20

	

Vanessa Waldron - 13 Charlie Bendall - 28
Tabi Cottrell - 21

	

Alice Hamilton - 14
Ull Boys - (150 Entrants)
Charlie Stocks - 20

Devon Championships - Exeter Arena (19 January 2004) Andrew Wrayford - 50
Toby Smith - 53

Year 7 -

	

Year 8Et9 Jamie Coyne-Stacey - DNF (was 6th)
Vicky Stark - 12

	

Hannah Bennett - 32 Toby Bishop - DNF
Tamsin Cardale - 31

	

Lucy Theobald - 37
Jasmine Holmes - 39

Year 10 Et 11

	

Megan Holmes - 44 St Aubyn's cross country (11th March 2004)
Bessie Salmon - 27
Kathryn Hendy - 35 U9 Girls - U9 Boys -
Emilie Leonard - 37 L . Micheal - 8 S. W-Haines - 13
Vanessa Waldron - withdrew E . Ettridge -12 B. P-Morris - 14
Jenny Wilson - withdrew L Morris - 16 J . Clay -19
Alice Hamilton - withdrew C . Goodlad - 17 T. Simmons - 23

S. Burrleigh - 26
B. - 28

St Michael's Relays (3rd February 2004)

U11 Girls - Ull B Girls -
GIRLS C . Ward - 2 Eleanor Hendy - 16
A team - 1st (trophy)

	

B Team - 6th I Holmes - 5 Evette Slinger - 20
Hannah Bennett (3rd fastest lap time)

	

Lucy Theobald Lang - 11 Megan Higginson - 21
Monique Patrick

	

Vicky Stark Bendall - 15 Olivia Morton - DNF
Charlotte Ward

	

Charlie Bendall Team came 2nd
Imi Holmes

	

Megan Higginson

Ull Boys - U13A Girls -
C Team - 10th J . C-Stacey - H . Bennett - 3
Megan Holmes Stocks - M . Patrick - 6
Tamsin Cardale T. Smith - L Theobald - 9
Issy Hayes T. Bishop - V. Stark - 10
Harriet Samson Team came 2nd
Res - Vicky Jarrad, Ginny Faulkner, Alice Lang

U13B Girls -
BOYS M. Holmes - 13
10th (all U10 age group!) G . Faulkner - 16
Charlie Stocks H . Foale - 17
Jamie Coyne-Stacey T. Cardale - 19
Toby Smith V. Jarrad - 20
Andrew Wrayford
Res - Jake Carr-Dobson
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Cross Country Results 2003-2004

Gramacy Hall cross country (17th March 2004) Grenville prep school cross country
(19th March 2004)

U11 A -

	

U11 B -
J . Coyne-Stacey - 4

	

T . Smith - U9 girls - U9 Boys -
C.Ward - 7 (2nd Girl)

	

I .Hayes - 14 Lizzy Micheal - 11 Sam W-Haines - 17
Wrayford - 8

	

C.Bendall - 15 Ella Ettridge - 18 Tom Simmons - 40
F. Brenenn - 10

	

Megan Higginson - 22 Chloe Goodlad - 15 Jake C-Dobson - 10
Team came 2nd (girls team would Lucy Morris - 27 Ben P-Morris - 18
have been 1st!) Sunneva C-Stacey - 26 James Clay - 28

Ull C - U12 A - Ull Girls - U l l Boys -
E .Hendy - 25 M. Patrick - 7 (1st girl) A Team - 2nd (trophy) A Team 1st
A . Lang - 23 Vicky Stark - 12 Charlotte Ward - 2 Charlie Stocks - 3
Olivia Morton - 27 Ginny Faulkner - 14 Imi Holmes - 8 Jamie C-Stacey - 4
Evette Slinger - 30 Team 2nd (1st girls team!) Issy Hayes - 16 Andrew Wrayford - 25

Alice Lang - 19 Toby Bishop - 44
U12 B - U13 - Toby Smith - 41
Harriet Foale - 18 Lucy Theobald - 4 (1st girl) B Team

Amalia Elford - 19 Hannah Bennett - 5 (2nd Girl) Evette Slinger - 28
Tamsine Cardale - 20 Megan Holmes - 8 (3rd girl) Charlie Bendall - 18
Hannah Nicolson - 22 Vicky Jarrad - 13 Ele Hendy - 33
Danni Thomson - 33 Nadine thomson - 15 Olivia Morton - 38
Georgia Green - DNF (lost Team 2nd (1st girls team!) Megan Higginson - 30
Shoe!)

Overall title - runners up (trophy) U13 Girls - Lucy Theobald - 13
1st girls school! Hannah Bennett - 6 Harriet Foale - 21

Monique Patrick - 8 Megan Holmes - 16
Vicky Stark - 9 Vicky Jarrad - 24
Team 1st Tamsine Cardale - 23

Ginny Faulkner - 25
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Stover Portico Association

STOVER PORTICO (OLD GIRLS) ASSOC.

COMMITTEE:
Chairman : Miss Patricia Parkin

Deputy Chairman : Miss Rachel Evans

Treasurer: Mrs Kate Reece (Roberts)

Secretary : Mrs Eileen Shillabeer I
Committee Members:
Miss Elizabeth Anning, Mrs Hayley
(Newbury) Barnard, Mrs Margaret
Batten, Mrs Claire (Whitbread)
Ettridge, Mrs Mary (McGahey)
Downey, Mrs Julie (Major) Fairbrother,
Mrs Kate (Rowe) Howard, Mrs Melian
(Pappin) Kearney, Dr. Pene Key, Mrs
Brenda Morgan, Mrs Sally (Gray)
Lean, Mrs Patricia (McMurtrie) Revell.

Associate Members : Mr Philip Bujak.
Mrs Sue Bradley, Mrs Wendy Lunel , 4

AGM luncheon

This was held on Saturday May 15th
2004. Joan Boyne having completed
one year's Committee duties, wished to
stand down. Mary(McGahey) Downey
being elected to the Committee filling
the vacancy.

A finger buffet was provided by the
School catering staff after the meeting
when members were joined by their
guests - The Headmaster, Mr Tom
Packer and his wife Janet ; the Bursar
and his wife, Mr and Mrs Stuart
Drabble; Mrs Sue Bradley ; former Head
Mistresses, Mrs Wendy Lunel and Miss
Anne Smith. A number of Sixth Form
pupils were also present as guests.
Stephanie (Lodwig) Kaleta was another
welcome visitor. Following lunch, an
excellent demonstration of lacrosse
was provided by the preparatory
school pupils, ably supervised by their
coach Mrs Janet Packer. This was
enjoyed by many parents as well as
members of SPA. A most interesting
tour of the Clock House facilities was
also given by their Head Mistress Julie
Fairbrother, after which drinks and
light refreshments were served to
everyone in the school dining room.

Solo Flight

Polly (Mary Anne King) Vacher has
recently successfully completed her
second single flight around the world.
She has promised to visit Stover to
share her flight experiences with us .

Trophies

The recipient for 2003
Norrington Trophy being
Alice James and for the
Portico Association Cup
Ben Rogers, both
trophies being provided
by SPA.

Ben is now a pupil
at Torquay Boys'
Grammar School and
Alice has progressed to
Stover Senior School.
At the 2004 Junior and
Preparatory School's Speech Day,
Vincent Leung was awarded the
Stover Portico Association Cup and
Nicole Foulkes received the
Norrington Old Girls' Cup.

On a happier note . ..

On a happier note we print
photographs of the weddings of
Sarah Wakeham and Christine Young,

We also have a most interesting
report from Sarah's mother Valerie
(Willing) Wakeham whose family
have had at least three generations
educated at Stover, and still have
pupils attending Stover today. A full
report will be printed in the SPA
Spotlight.

Christine Young was a most
popular member of the teaching staff
for many years and is now a welcome
member of SPA.

The marriage also takes place on July
24th of Joanne Hurley, a former
Games Captain and international
golfer. Many of her Stover
colleagues plan to attend her
wedding at Bigbury Church.
London Reunion - another most
successful Lunch was held in March
this year. By request from those
present a further date has been
provisionally booked for March 2005
at the same venue.

Phyllis Dence Concert - at the
Annual General Meeting members
discussed future arrangements for
this annual memorial concert. It
was considered most important that
the legacy left by Miss Dence for the
provision of entertainment by young
musicians for the benefit of Stover
pupils be considered of primary
importance .

Obituaries

Miss Laura Jewill Hill - a former
Head Mistress at Stover from 1963 to
1969, celebrated her ninety seventh
birthday at her home in Penzance. A
bouquet and postcard of Stover were
sent to her from the members of SPA.
Sadly we received news of her death
on 25th June . It is good to know that
she had very happy memories of her
days at Stover provided by Kate
(Rowe) Howard, Miss Hill's final year
at Stover.

We also report the news of the
recent death of Mr David Dixon, a
very popular Bursar at Stover for a
number of years. Our sympathy goes
to both families.

Debra (Newbury)
Veal MBA, former
pupil and Head of
Games at Stover,
has accepted an
invitation to visit
Stover to speak
about her rowing experiences
crossing the Atlantic single handed.

Hayley (Newbury) Barnard, former
pupil and Head Girl at Stover and
twin sister of Debra is now her
personal manager.

Membership is proving very
encouraging with a number of
former students becoming Members
after reading about the Association
on the School's and SPA's websites.
A Spa Spotlight is produced by the
Committee and sent out to all
Members, this year it is hoped to
include all Members names and
addresses.

University Graduations - Jane
Howard recently graduated from
Newcastle University with a Second
(BA Hons.) in Business Management.
Clova Gladstone also graduated from
Newcastle in Geography and Town
Planning.
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Kate (Rowe) Howard, Head Girl 1968-69, writes to Stover about her daughter's
graduation from Newcastle University.

There is the weather known as 'Stover weather', when the sun shines, and the event
becomes all the better for it . There is also 'Newcastle weather', which is not always
wet, but is frequently cold - or so it seems to the delicate southerner! Friday 9th July
could have gone either way, but for those graduating, it was at least dry! The lovely
old hall which is used for graduation ceremonies can only seat a fraction of the
graduands, so ceremonies take place 3 or 4 times a day, over 3 days . The atmosphere
is very special, with portraits of previous Vice Chancellors looking down on the
assembly, and organ music playing before and after each congregation.

Sarah Jane Jones, Clova Gladstone and Jane Howard all graduated on the same day,
but not at the same session . For everyone, it marks the end of a wonderful 3 years
spent in a friendly, attractive and vibrant city. Newcastle is always worth a visit, and
there is so much to see. The girls all felt their time in the 'toon' had been much too
brief. The end of term seemed abrupt, and nobody could quite believe they were all
going their separate ways. Chris Patten gave an amusing address, and had a brief word
with each graduate in Jane's congregation . All the dignatories, and families were there
to congratulate them, but the goodbyes were sad . All those we talked to commented
on the fact that '3 years have just flown by'.

Marriage of Sarah Wakeham and David Andrew

Sarah and Andrew were married on August 8th at St.
Mary's Church, Battery. Bridesmaids were her second
cousins, Victoria Stark and Harriet Foale, both currently
pupils at Stover, and Matron of Honour Kerry Marsh, her
friend . The Best man was Christopher Horton . The
reception was held at Lavender House, Ashburton and
they spent their honeymoon in Corfu . Sarah teaches at
Blackpool Primary School, Liverton and David works on
the family farm at Bantham . Sarah and David live in
South Brent, which means quite a journey each day for
them both to their places of work. Sarah also fits in her
riding, competing in BSJA jumping competitions, and the
horses still live with Sarah's parents on their farm at
Battery.

Debra Veal MBE (nee Newbury) is
appointed a Trustee of the Duke of
Edinburgh's Award.

Debra Veal has been appointed a
Trustee of the Duke of Edinburgh's
Award. The Trustees, which include
HRH Duke of Edinburgh and HRH Earl
of Wessex, are responsible for the
activities of the charity. Debra said "It
is a huge honour to have been invited
to join the board of Trustees for the
Award, particularly as I am the only
woman on the board and the
youngest by some decades! Prince
Philip recommended me to the rest of
the Trustees after he heard an
impassioned speech I delivered at the
D of E General Council Conference
which acts as a think tank event for
educationalists, the Probation Board
and other organisations that work
with young people."

Debra completed her Gold D of E
Award whilst at Stover and went on to
teach the Award whilst at St
Margaret's School in Exeter. "I am very
passionate about the Award,"
comments Debra . "It provides an
enjoyable, challenging and rewarding
personal development programme for
young people, which is of the highest
quality and the widest reach."

Debra has also recently started
filming a new series for BBC 1 called
'Builders Sweat and Tears' which will
be transmitted later this year. Watch
your local TV listings for details.

On 20 December 2003, Christine Young married Mr Tim Callard at Wolborough Church, Newton Abbot.

Officiating at the service
was Rev. Bob Bamberg -
husband

	

of

	

Sally
Bamberg

	

(Head

	

of
science at Stover 1990 -
2003) . Mrs Rachel
Cockell was the Matron
of Honour. The reception
was held at Dainton Golf
Club. Shown in the
photograph are from
left : Rev Bamberg, Emma
Kearney, Alex Kearney
(Christine's

	

Godson),
Melian (Pappin) Kearney,
Christine and Tim
Callard, Claire Horsefield,
Maddy Bousfield, Rachel
Cockell, Liz Evans, Sally
Bamberg

	

and

	

Sally
Bowyer.
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Laura Jewill Hill

Laura Jewill Hill, headmistress at
Stover between 1963 and 1969, died
at her home in Penzance on 25 June
2004 at the age of 97 . Miss Hill
succeeded Miss Phyllis Dence as
Headmistress upon her retirement.

Whilst at Stover, Miss Hill oversaw
completion of the new dining room,
the kitchen and new dormitories, all
opened in October 1964. The new hall
additionally served as a venue for
Speech Days, Halloween Parties and
the newly introduced Sixth Form
Summer Dance.

Perhaps her other major
contribution was the sustained
development of Stover as a centre of
musical excellence . Continuing
traditions established by Miss Dence,
music at Stover thrived . The choir led
services at Teigngrace Church, whilst
collaboration between Stover and
Dartmouth Royal Naval College led to
the performance of works such as the
Messiah and Verdi's Requiem . The
performance of the School Orchestra
on Speech Days and House Music
Competitions gave scope for girls of all
ages to develop their talents.

Old Girls might also remember the
annual 'mannequin parade' during
which dresses and suits made in
needlework were modelled . Memorable
school plays included 'Little Women',
'Hiawatha', 'The Insect Play', 'Noah',
and 'The Magic Flute Miss Hill also
introduced hockey to Stover as well as
encouraging the development of other
sports including netball, athletics,
gymnastics, tennis and even fencing.
Stover Girls, then as now, gave
generously to a wide variety of good
causes including Doctor Key's hospital
in Papua, Barnardo's in Newton Abbot,
Exeter Cathedral Appeal and Christian
Aid . Science laboratories were
extensively developed whilst Miss Hill
was Headmistress.

In addition to her invaluable
contribution to Stover School, Miss
Hill was giving in many other respects
being a great academic educator,
active pacifist and champion of the
underdog,

Her father was Penzance solicitor
James Jewill Hill and her mother,
American, Laura Challen.

She was tutored at home until going
to the C of E High School, now Bolitho
School, in 1918 . She then went to
Godolphin School in Salisbury and
then on to Somerville College, Oxford.
On graduating, she went on to
complete her Diploma in Education at
Oxford.

She taught classics at Godolphin and
Latimer in Hammersmith and spent an
exchange year at Berkeley School in
Virginia, USA, before taking over as
head mistress of Kingswarren
Grammar school in Plumstead.

Between 1947 until the 1963, she
was Head Mistress of Streatham County
Grammar School, which became Rose
Bassett, and it was here she developed
the Dalton Plan of education aimed at
developing the characters and
leadership ship qualities of students.
Miss Hill retired from teaching in 1969
and settled in Penzance.

Joyce Mitchell, an historian and
friend, described Miss Hill as an icon
for her pupils and a scintillating
personality among her colleagues.

"Scholarly, creative, athletic and
versatile - she was a leading member
of the staff common-room, whilst
involving herself deeply in the
educational and intellectual develop-
ment of the young . "Members of her'
staff received valuable support and
encouragement and were never held
back from taking the next step in their
careers. In spite of her busy
professional and social life in London,
she retained her innate devotion to
her family and her home in Cornwall,
to her wide circle of friends in
Penzance and to her American cousins
With patience and persistence she
gave time regularly to the very young,
to teenagers and young adults with
special reading needs, and personally
set up a Bursary Fund to enable sixth
formers to develop independence
through participation in adventure
holidays," she added.

Dick Stacey, - a distant cousin
described her as "inexhaustible" and
one who gave away more than she
spent in life .

"When one looks back on her life,
one realised what a vast catalogue of
meaningful activities she was involved
in, including 'adopting' Robert Ritchie
and the support she gave him and his
family, her 20 visits to her relatives in
America and the welcome she gave
them when they visited Cornwall . "In
her retirement and until her health
deteriorated after she was knocked
down by a car, she busied herself by
being local secretary of the Overseas
League, of which she had always been
an active member ; chairman of the
Mousehole Bird Sanctuary ; unpaid
shop assistant for the National Trust at
St . Michael's Mount, a remedial
teacher to a succession of back
readers ; and an avid and active
supporter of Morrab Library. "She also
frequently lent a hand to distressed
ex-prisoners," he added .

Mr P Barter

Miss Hill came to Stover after the
death of Miss Phyllis Dence. Following
in the footsteps of a much loved and
talented Headmistress, who just
happened also to be the sister of the
school's founder, must have been a
daunting prospect but Miss Hill
fulfilled her role greatly. Miss Hill lived
in Hunter's Lodge with her dachs, Miss
Spong and Jenny. Miss Hill introduced
various new ideas, such as a summer
reading project, but one thing she kept,
was the school's strong musical
tradition . She bravely allowed the first
VI Form Summer Ball to take place and
in so doing established one of Stover's
great traditions. Additionally girls were
allowed into Newton Abbot more
often! She joined us in the domestic
science room, after 0 Level, DS for a
lunch which we had cooked for invited
guests . Miss Hill was always interested
in travel, and continued to see the
world when she retired . Her love of
Stover brought her back as often as she
could, and when she could no longer
make the journey, news of Stover was
something which gave her great
pleasure. She will be sadly missed.

Mrs Kate (Rowe) Howard
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Summer holidays for me usually
conjure up images of lazy days spent at
the beach, shopping trips with friends
and a general lack of anything
considered work . They certainly don't
involve changing nappies, learning a
new language and leaving home to live
with someone I've never met before.
However, thanks to funding from the
Founder's Fellowship award this is
exactly what I did when I spent the
summer working with orphans in
Romania on a care placement run by
Teaching and Projects Abroad (TAPA).

From the moment I set my heart on
going to Romania I knew it would be
the biggest challenge I had ever faced.
Firstly my knowledge of the country
was to say the least limited - I knew it
was the place in Eastern Europe where
Dracula and the Cheeky girls came
from . Secondly, I had never dared
venture to class by myself let alone
another country. However, not to be
put off by these "minor" problems I
found myself at Heathrow airport early
one morning in June with a rucksack
and a ticket to Otopeni airport,
Bucharest . As I boarded the plane
hundreds of questions raced through
my head - "What if no-one was at the
airport to meet me?" "Why hadn't I
learnt any Romanian?" "Who would I
be living with?"

It was in this same blind panic that I
finally arrived in Romania where
thankfully there was a representative
of TAPA to meet me, a tall Romanian
man called Sorin with the features of a

Trip to Romania
model . Maybe this wasn't going to be
so bad after all . With my new
Romanian friend, I made my way to
Brasov, a reasonably large town set
amid the Carpathian Mountains in the
heart of Transylvania . It was during this
3-hour journey that I caught my first
glimpses of Romania, my home for the
next 2 months.

What first struck me as we wound our
way through the countryside were the
huge contrasts everywhere you looked.
Horse and carts ridden by children in
desperate need of a wash trundled
along the road seemingly unfazed by
the cars zooming past. Brand new
western cars swerved to avoid bands of
gypsies selling rotting fruit on the dusty
surface of the road. This huge division
was something clearly visible
throughout my time in the country, and
while at the first the sight of women in
the newest fashions, perfectly groomed
striding past starving children shocked
me it was something I gradually became
adjusted to.

The journey to Brasov was also my
first taste of Romanian driving - an
experience to say the least! In a
country where the majority of the
roads rival the cratered surface of the
moon and most cars are long overdue a
visit to the garage, the only rule seems
to be - when in doubt overtake which
they do at great speeds and when there
really isn't room to do so.

Eventually many miles and near
accidents later, the grassland and fields
of crops and sunflowers were suddenly
swallowed up by imposing towers of
concrete in various forms of ruin -
these were the communist blocks, an
ever present reminder of Romania's
troubled past and where I would be
living for the remainder of my summer.
The dread that had filled me at
Heathrow was rapidly returning.

If I thought I was scared before it
was nothing compared to the horror
experienced when I was introduced to
my host a 50 something year old
widow named Elena, who although

seemingly pleasant neither spoke nor
understood any English whatsoever.
Things were rapidly going down hill.
Sorin left and suddenly I was alone in a
tiny flat, in a street littered with stray
dogs, in a foreign country with a
woman who I had never met and
whom I didn't understand . I think it
was at this moment it hit me - what
the hell was I doing here?!

It wasn't till after possibly the
strangest meal of my life (mushy peas
and chicken bones) and a restless
nights sleep that this question was
finally answered for me . Today would
be my first day working with the
orphans . It turned out that I would be
working in two different orphanages
during my time in Romania . The first
"Micul Print" was a state owned facility
and housed children from 4 years right
down to newborn babies . It was here
that I began my placement.

During the short walk from the
office to the orphanage it suddenly
struck me that I had never actually
seen an orphanage let alone been
inside one. Before I had left for
Romania friends and family had
warned me about the terrible
conditions I was likely to see - children
sleeping on bare wooden floors,
emaciated babies lying in dirty cots . It
was then with great surprise that I first
laid eyes on Micul Print - Three large
whitewashed building on a small
crescent surrounded by a few enclosed
play areas. This was nothing like the
run down barns that I had been
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expecting. Inside the smallest of the
three buildings I was met by the
director of the orphanage, a smart
middle aged women who after
checking my documents (alarmingly a
photocopy of my passport was all that
was required) pointed to the next
building and told me my job was to
"stimulate the children" before walking
off. Not really knowing where I was
going I went into the building I had
been directed towards.

Inside I was met by quite simply the
worst smell I could imagine possible
–yep this was where the kids were all
right . Using the distant sounds of
crying as a guide I eventually found my
way to the second floor, home to the
toddlers. It may not have been the
starving children on bare floors
scenario I had been told about but it
was to say the least basic . At the end of
corridor there was a room with table
and chairs where the children ate, next
door a wooden bench with holes cut
into it and a hose comprised the potty
and washroom . The children slept in
two cramped rooms lined with tiny
beds . The walls were bare except for
the occasional tired looking stuffed toy
tied with string from the heating pipes
on the ceiling . The other two rooms on
the floor were the playrooms; it was
here that I found the children.

In total there were about 30 kids I
cared for aged between 2 and 4 . Most
had been abandoned at the orphanage

Work at the orphanages was
rewarding but hard . I saw and heard
terrible things – children left mentally
handicapped after their mothers had
tried to abort them unsuccessfully,
babies left in body casts from the
beatings their parents had given them,
staff who refused to tend to crying kids
simply because they were gypsies,
children dying of disorders that could
easily be treated if they were in the UK
and more. I would leave both physically
and emotionally exhausted but always
looking forward to doing it all over
again the next day.

Of course I didn't spend everyday in
the orphanages working . On my days
off there was plenty to see and do both
in Romania and further a field . During
my stay I visited the palaces at Sinaia,
went to a medieval festival in
Sighioara, saw Dracula's castle at Bran,
travelled to Hungary and Serbia, saw
Pink in concert and much more.

My time in Romania was easily the
best two months of my life, I saw and
experienced things that many people
wouldn't in a life time, it made me
grow up a lot, I learnt Romanian (well
enough to get by), made lots of new
friends and I'm pretty sure became the
first person to receive their A level
results on top of Mount Tampa . It was
also the first time I actually realised
how easy it is to make a difference in
the world, even if you are just an
ordinary 18-year-old schoolgirl . My
experiences out there are ones, which
I'm sure I'll still be talking about when
I'm old and grey and although I'll never
quite be able to describe the feeling of
having a child tell you you've changed
their life for the better, I'm sure it
won't stop me trying.

None of these experiences though
would have been possible if it wasn't
for the funding given to me by the
Founder's Fellowship so I would like to
thank Dr Key again for making my trip
possible and finally encourage any
other pupils to put their names
forward for the award because it is
definitely worth it .

Lisa Whitney

as babies some because they were
unwanted others simply because their
parents couldn't afford to keep them.
Several though had more sinister
stories behind their arrival at Micul
Print, tales of parents accused of
murder, rape victims and parents still
being in orphanages themselves were
all common . With so few staff around
to direct the play sessions the children
were pretty much left to entertain
themselves with the few toys available
many of which were so old and broken
they were no more than brightly
coloured shards of plastic. The outside
playground was littered with cigarette
butts (it was common practice for the
staff to use these outdoor sessions as
cigarette breaks) and mess from the
stray cats that were allowed to wander
round the playground.

The second orphanage I worked in
was a private owned centre known as
Poiania, built by a retired tennis player.
The children here were older, ranging
from 4 right up to 18 years old, most
had spent their entire lives in
institutions. The facilities here were
better than at Micul Print but they still
had a lot of room for improvement . The
rooms were bare, the play equipment
old and the toys limited . Clothing in
both orphanages was in short supply so
it was common to see teenage boys
wearing trousers made for young girls
and babies wearing tea towels instead
of nappies.
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Secrets of the Grotto

The Grotto, as we know it today, has
been an enigma to generations of
pupils. Its past is shrouded in mystery
and no one knows for certain about
the history of its development and

use . But a study has recently been
initiated that hopes to shed light on

this intriguing structure.

The English Heritage Register of
Historic Gardens and Parks describes
the Grotto as the "Former stables to
Stover House . . . .dated J.T. Built 1779'
for James Templer, 	 now set below
ground with a serpentine front."
Designated as a grade II' listed
building, the Register concludes "This

building is a major feature of
architectural quality in the garden."
As such, it is a shame that, in
common with the mansion itself, the
name of the architect has not been

recorded.
The view of English Heritage and

other experts is that the Grotto was a
free standing stable block, used by
three generations of Tempters during
their occupation of the estate from
the 1760s to 1829, when George
Templer sold it to the 11 th Duke of
Somerset . The Duke needed larger
stabling provision so he set about the
construction of the new stable block,

which we know today as Clockhouse .

Grotto c. 1935

It is thought likely that Clockhouse
was constructed in the late 1830s or
early 1840s.

The bell in the clock tower is
marked "1843 Gerry £t Co . Newton
Abbot" It is generally believed that
when this new stable block was taken
into use, the former stables were
internally stripped of fittings and de-
fenestrated . As a semi-derelict folly,
the 'Grotto' then became the
centrepiece of a new 'Pleasure
Garden' which was provided as part
of a larger landscaping scheme,
undertaken for the Duke by Messrs
Veitch Et Co, of Exeter between 1836
and 1842.

Although overgrown today, a walk
around the grotto still reveals
features from the Pleasure Garden,
such as the Palm Trees, Bamboos,
Wellingtonias and the water feature.
Part of the grotto was buried under
extensions to the terraces above and
finished with high-level curved
balustrading . The view from the
terrace of the gardens below, with
Haldon Hills in the distance, must
have been truly magnificent.

1838 Tithe Map showing Stover House
and the Stable Block beyond the lake .

This overall sequence of
development seems to work well, save
for one inconsistency, which the new
study has brought to light.

A Tithe Map of Teigngrace, dated
1838 and held in the Devon Record
Office makes no reference whatsoever
to the 'Grotto' or to the 'Clockhouse
Instead, it shows stables at the foot
of 'Torture Field' on the far side of
the ornamental lakes, which then
existed but which, since then, have
dried up.

So, if there was another stable
block in 1838 near the lake, what was
the function of the grotto, if indeed
it existed at that time? And why was
this extra stable block taken down
after Clockhouse was built? These are
questions the study hopes to answer.
Perhaps there is a link to George
Templer's love of hunting and his
need to kennel his packs of fox
hounds and hunters.

A clue to the riddle could have
rested in the Duke of Somerset's
records for Stover but, sadly, these
were lost in a fire in Totnes about ten
years ago when the offices of the
Duke's solicitor caught fire . The
editors hope to receive a further
progress report about the study's
findings for a later Magazine.

Mr. S. Drabble

(The study into the chronology of buildings on the campus is part of a project between the school governors, Teignbridge District
Council and English Heritage. The project aims to produce a ten year Conservation Management Plan for the listed buildings and
estate, through which further deterioration of historic elements can be minimised)
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Archery at Duchy College
Last term a group of Year 5 boys and girls went on a residential trip to Duchy College . It
was great fun . One of the activities we did was archery. Archery is when you get bows
and arrows and aim at a target. To start with, the instructors showed us how to stand,
load, and aim and then how to fire the arrow. We aimed at the target but if we hit the
balloons, which were on the target, our points were doubled . Everyone had a great time.

By Tom Hicks

The Residential
I found the residential very exciting and fun. There were many
things to do, day and night . At night we all had to stay in a tent
till the morning and for most of it we messed around and ate
sweets.

The first day we got there the instructors explained who they
were and got us into groups to set out for the first activity . Our
first activity was climbing and abseiling . We had to climb 30-ft
tower with footholds that wobbled around and then abseil down
it, which was seriously scary.

That night, back at the camp, we set out to a kind of coliseum
with slate seats and a huge fire right in the middle . All of us sat
around and sang hymns and ate marshmallows. After about an
hour we headed back for the camp and messed about in the tents.

That night we were eating sweets and there was nothing to be
heard except the sounds of snoring . It was a great night and we
were all ready for the next day's activities.

Under 9s Football Season
by Matt Appleby
The Under -9 Stover Football Team had a memorable 2003-2004 season . The strength and
depth in the squad meant that we had a number of players contesting key positions in
the A and B teams. In training sessions at the beginning of the Spring term, the boys
worked extremely hard to further develop their skills, levels of fitness, physical strength,
rehearsal of set pieces and positional sense . All of the boys involved with the After
School Club had the opportunity to represent the school, with a number of boys
adopting key roles and positions on a more regular basis . The boys responded particularly
well to teacher motivation and after only a few months a self-belief and a steely
determination was instilled in the team.

Our fielded teams never gave up, and after successive games opposing schools found
our sides very difficult to play against . The boys passed the ball to feet, moved into space
with urgency and were resolute in defence . We were blessed with a captain in Jake Carr-
Dobson who always rallied and organized the players and with Alec Reade as striker, we
always looked as if we would score in every game- and we did!

Every player gave of his best and remained calm when faced with adverse weather
conditions or when chasing a game . I was extremely proud to coach football to such a
responsive and cheerful group of boys and welcomed their well-deserved successes on
the field against other schools and in competition . Since coaching the sides, they lost
only one game each at home or away and won most of their matches. The biggest
success of the season, however, was Stover's participation in the Exeter School Under -9
Football Tournament 2004 . On route to the final we played the following teams:

St . Peter's v. Stover 0-1

Exeter Cathedral School v. Stover 1-3

Stover v. St . Aubyn's 2-2

Plymouth College Prep . v. Stover 0-1

Stover v . Exeter School 0-2
The team was overjoyed with their performances and at the end of the tournament
began to believe just what a good team they were . Well done to Jake Carr-Dobson, Alec
Reade, George Wood, Sebastian Burleigh, Callum Stanley . Owen Rees, Sam Head . James
Clay, Ben Robbins and William Sanderson-Hindom .

Mr. M. Appleby

Our Trip to @ Bristol
By Charlotte Stead

On Tuesday 30th September we went to
@ Bristol hands-on centre . It was
brilliant! Let me tell you about it. . ..

First we went on the coach. We got
pretty bored on the way - no wonder, it
took two hours to get there!

When we got there we all got terribly
excited . We were met by a lady called
Ruth who told us where to go. We went
with our groups to the workshop and
the Explore Museum. I was in Mrs
Pallister's group.

First we went on the human hamster
wheel ; it was great! After that we did
lots of things like the 'Pulley Yourself
where you stand in a cage and try to
pull yourself up to the top. Charlotte
Goord and I got nowhere near the top,
but Melanie and Georgina did! We
looked at other experiments and
computers which were fun.

We went for our packed lunch at
12 .30. It was yum!! I went upstairs next.
There was a pretend tornado and a
volleyball game. Mr Appleby got put on
the Champions List! We did a crime file,
which was very mysterious to work out.
We went on some more computers and
did some more experiments.

Suddenly Mrs Pallister's name was
called out. So we went for our lesson in
the workshop . When we got there we
went and sat on four tables. Ruth told
us about four different habitats:
Rainforest, Arctic, Countryside and
Savannah.

Then we went off and did some
activities using things from the seaside,
Savannah, forest and forest floor. On the
forest and forest floor tables there were
giant African millipedes, hissing
cockroaches, stick insects and a praying
mantis. It was really good!

We had one last look around the
museums and then went to buy
something in the gift shop. Then we
drove home after a fun day!
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for both goalkeepers but unfortunately, it was
the team in red who made the most of the
tricky conditions scoring four more goals
before the final whistle.

The A team started badly, conceding a soft
goal in the opening minutes but they picked
themselves up and began playing some
excellent passing football. This resulted in the
Plymouth defence being tested for the first
time this season . Some excellent inter-play
between Charlie Stocks and Toby Bishop
resulted in a deserved equaliser. The best was
yet to come however, and, after another
impressive move, the black and green machine
took the lead! With the scent of victory
wafting over head the team pushed forward
and managed to score another goal!

1 - 3 down at half time the Plymouth boys
looked shell shocked and trooped off the field
to eat their oranges in silence as their manager
gave them a stern talking to. This seemed to do
the trick, however, and after the break they
pushed forward efficiently with one player in
particular controlling the game. The Stover
players, unused to being in front, began to
defend very deeply leaving spaces in the
midfield for the Plymouth team to expose.
Soon after half time our lead was cut to one
and seconds after the restart the teams were
on level terms again. These two quick goals

knocked the confidence of our
boys and the more

experienced Plymouth side
took control of the game,

Under 11 Football Team
End of Season Report
The Under 11 Boys Football Team had a tough
year due to the small number of boys in Year 6.
This meant that the majority of the team were
made up of Year Five boys who, although
technically strong and thoroughly committed,
were often out muscled by older opponents.

The season began on a chilly January day
with a close fought encounter against our
counterparts from St . Peters . The B team
defended well, eventually succumbing to a
scrappy goal conceded just before the final
whistle . The A team played out an equally close
fought game and scored in the first half to
take a well deserved lead . The second half saw
a desperate St. Peters bombard our goal with
shots until they managed to breach our
resolute defence . Unfortunately a few heads
went down after the equaliser and St. Peters
were able to sneak a lucky winner just before
the final whistle.

On the 26 th January both teams made the
trip down to Plymouth College for games
against one of the strongest teams in the
Southwest. Having won every game they had
played, the Plymouth squad was full of
confidence and looking forward to another
victory. The B team played first and kept the
opposing strikers at bay until just before half

time when they scored two in quick
succession . As the second half

got underway the rain
made handling difficult

eventually ending up 8 - 3 winners. It must be
noted however that the Plymouth manager and
several parents commented on how well our
boys had played and stated that we had
provided them with the toughest opposition
they had faced all year.

The highlight of our season came against
Gramercy Hall on the 23 rd February. The first
days of spring were just around the corner and
with the sun on our backs and 'captain
fantastic' Toby Bishop leading the line we
passed our way to a 2 -1 victory. The hard
work we had put in on the training ground had
finally paid off and the winning margin was
flattering to Gramercy after we had controlled
the game from start to finish.

There have been many outstanding
performances this year but two players have
really excelled and deserve a special mention.
Toby Bishop captained the team all season and
led by example in every game. Toby is not a big
talker on the pitch but he has energy and
enthusiasm, coupled with excellent technique,
which drives the team forward . Charlie Stocks
is a fantastic athlete and is blessed with a left
foot that could open even the tightest of
defences. His commitment to chase lost causes
has resulted in him ending the season as top
scorer. Luckily, Charlie is staying with us so we
can look forward to many more goals from him
next season.

Finally I would like to thank all of the
parents who have come to watch our games.
Even on the coldest of days we have been well
supported and this has been appreciated by all
of the boys. Bring on next season!
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Gym and Dance Competition
On March 29th the Junior School Gym
and Dance Competition was held in the
Jubilee Hall. The judge for the day was
Trish Hunt from Somersaults Gymnastics
Club. Miss Cummins, with the help of Mrs.
Blower had been training us in our
routines over the last few weeks.

The competition started with the
gymnastic events. Alice Blower of
Elizabeth and Hugh Reade of Courtenay
won the individual events and the pairs
went to Mary House and Seymour. Year 2
performed a very good gym display, which
had been put together with very little
practice . On the Trampet girls performed
Front Somersaults and Handsprings and
boys did Straddle and Straight jumps . The
winners were Catherine Gower, Victoria
and Toby Bishop of Seymour.

Year 4 £t 5 girls competed in the Dance
section with Victoria winning . The last
event of the day was the Year 4 Girls
Dance Display. This was a routine to the
music of "Jump" by Girls Aloud . It was
brilliantly done to the music and really
got everyone watching involved . Mrs.
Coyle presented the Medals and Cups for
Victoria and Courtenay. Everyone enjoyed
the competition and performed well.

Headmistress' Report
It has been a highly rewarding year at
Stover Junior Preparatory School . We
have seen the creation of the Junior
Management Team to assist me in the
effective running of SJPS . Caroline
Coyle has settled in extremely well as
Deputy Headmistress and our two
Senior Teachers, Simon Griffin for the
Boys' Department and Michelle
Pallister for the Girls', have greatly
enhanced the management structure
at Stover.

We now have 206 pupils at SJPS,
our largest number ever and a happy,
thriving community is in evidence,
learning and growing together to
become a school of which we can all
feel justifiably proud.

Julie Fairbrother
October 2004
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We have had a very good year . Coming
2nd in the Rugby and coming 1st in
every other event.

We won all our matches in the
seniors, with Charlie Stocks, Jamie
Coyne-Stacey, Toby Smith and Will Lang
scoring multiple tries in all our games
The juniors didn't do so well ; they,
unfortunately, only won two matches
but still played really well . We drew in
points with Seymour so we had to
look at how many tries we scored
altogether. We lost, very unfortunately,
by 15 tries to 16 tries. In the Cross-
Country event, amazingly, we came 1st!

Things perked up too in the House
Football . With Charlie Stocks being the
only scorer in the senior section, we

Elizabeth House Report
Lizzy House have been working very hard this
year by putting in lots of effort with netball,
hockey and other events. In the Gym and
Dance Competition we narrowly lost to
Victoria, but still came second. Keep up the
good work Lizzy!

I think this year for Lizzy was great but I
know we can do better. We have all enjoyed
Sports Day and did very well . Year Four won
their relay race and Lauren won the 200
metres race . Thankfully the weather held out
and the sun shone all day. Although Lizzy
House didn't win the House Points Cup, we
had a great term.

Good luck for next year Lizzy!
By Alice Blower, Year 5

Mary House Report
Mary House have done extremely well this
year, winning a lot of sporting events. This
year we have won the Inter-House Hockey,
Netball, Tennis and Rounders competitions.
We were also the overall house winners on
Sports Day.

We work very well as a team, and we all
encourage each other to participate in things.
We've all shown ourselves to be very capable
this year, so keep it up Mary House!

By Mary House Captain,
Megan Higginson

Victoria House Report
Vicky's achievements this year have been
exemplary. We have been most impressed
with the work and co-operative attitudes
with our year groups. All our girls have
demonstrated sustainable determination,
friendship and dedication to their house.

Total house points have increased
throughout the academic year with some
girls gaining maximum points across the year.
Our greatest achievements have been
winning the Gym and Dance Cup and gaining
the highest house points, therefore winning
the house cup trophy.

Courtenay House Report
won all our matches . In the junior
section, they played very well and beat
Seymour but lost, narrowly, to Templer.
We won outright in football with a
team of Charlie Stocks, Laurent Brickell,
Jamie Coyne-Stacey, William Lang, Jack
Pelling, Toby Smith, Andrew Wrayford,
Hugh Reade, Vincent Leung and Lewis
Peplow in the senior section.

In the Gym and Dance we also came
1st with a team of Hugh Reade doing
solo, George O'Rourke and Oscar Pelling
on the trampoline and Hugh Reade,
Toby Smith and Andrew Wrayford doing
the dance competition but not being
scored.

In chess, Jeff Leung went all the way
to Wales to come 2nd in the under 9's

Seymour House
Report

We've had a very successful year
both on the sports field and in the
House Cup competition . Back in the
Christmas term,we managed to win
the Inter- House Rugby. It was a
close run thing as we gained the
same amount of points as Courtenay.
However, we scored more tries in our
games which gave us the victory . Our
year 3 and 4 Rugby team were:
Aiden Cheung, Oliver Pritchard-
Barrett, William Whittit, Samuel
Wyatt-Haines, Thomas Simmons,
Nicholas Bridger, Sebastian Burleigh,
George Finnigan and William
Sanderson-Hindom. The year 5 and 6
Rugby team consisted of ; James
Avery, Fergus Brennan, Rory Andrews,
Jasper James, Edward Woolcott, Toby
Bishop and Harry Millen.

The Football was quite difficult as
Courtenay had a very good side to
compete against, and they beat us
quite easily. However, we did gain a
victory against Templer. The year 3
and 4 team found the competition
quite hard and our combined points
put us in third place ; never mind.

Seymour did come first in the
public speaking competition, so well
done to everyone in Years 3 and 4
for that. We also won the House Cup
in the Easter Term and hope to do
the same this Summer Term.

In the House Cross-Country we
came 2nd overall with Toby Bishop
coming 1st in the Year 5 and 6, and
Samual Wyatt-Haines coming 1st in
the Year 3 race, and Sebastian
Burleigh coming 2nd in the Year 4
race. The School Sports Day was a
very close affair, and although we
finished 3rd we were only 3 points
behind Templer.

Hopefully Seymour will have even
more success next year.

category. And good luck to Vincent
Leung and James Clay who are also
competing.

We won the House Cup in the
Christmas Term and lost, narrowly to
Seymour in the Easter Term . We are
hoping for great things in the Summer.

With Sports Day just over we are able
to report that Courtenay missed
winning by a single point, Templer just
beat us. But well done to everyone that
competed - it was a great effort . We're
sure Courtenay will come back better
and stronger next year. Good Luck
Courtenay!!

By Hugh Reade, Lewis Peplow
and Vincent Leung

Templer House Report
Unfortunately, this year, Templer
hasn't had a great deal of success in
house events. This isn't to say people
haven't been trying hard but
competition has been of a very good
standard. Looking back to the Rugby
House Matches, we had some tough
competition and our players gave
their best and we were unlucky to
lose . The team consisted of Julian
Hore (Capt), Tom Bendall, James
Massey, Rob Davis (Most Improved
Player of The Year), James Barlow,
Craig Jewell and Tom Hicks.

In the House Football we did
slightly better and with a good
squad ; we came 2nd . The Year 3/4
team did fantastically well and won
all their matches, but with the
combined scores we just missed out
because of our goal difference. The
team consisted of Jake Carr-Dobson,
Sam Head, Lewis Steer, George Wood,
Owen Rees, Sam Hancox, Ben
Proctor-Morris, Harvey Turner, Elliot
Sample and George Saunders. The
Year 5/6 team was the same as the
Rugby Squad.

In the Cross Country we came 3rd.
We would like to say a big well done
to the people who competed.

In chess, Sam Head has been doing
very well and competing against
other schools has qualified for Devon.

We did finish the year off well,
however, by winning the Sports Day
House Cup . This was a great House
performance as everybody contributed
and one of which we are very proud.

Although we had some success this
year, I hope that Templer does even
better next year and beat Courtenay
and Seymour in all House
Competitions!!!

By James Massey, Julian
Hore and Tom Bendall
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Our Trip to Goodrington Sands
By Jonathan Burleigh, Year 2
On Tuesday, 22nd June, Reception, Year 1 and Year 2 went to
Paignton to visit the seashore centre at Goodrington Sands . We
went with some Marine Rangers who showed us the shore . We
went there to learn about the sea and find out some of the
fishes and crabs' names.

We saw crabs, fish, prawns, sandhoppers and devil spider
crabs . We did beach art and I did a starfish with Charlotte,
Gabriello, Matthew and Sebastian . Then we went shell hunting
and we won for getting 15 different types of shells . We got a
badge and it said 1 am a Seashell Starr

After that we had lunch . Then we drove down to the rock
pool zone and I held a crab and its shell
was hard but its body was soft . We saw
squid babies and they looked like
anemone tentacles . When we looked at
the other side of the tank, there were
cuttlefish eggs and they looked like
grapes, but they were black. On the
roof there was a seagull painted.

We went to the sea zone after that
and saw some slides about crabs . They
were called edible crab, spider crab,
masked crab, hermit crab and velvet
swimming crab.
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Malsis School Rugby Tournament
By Simon Griffin

Eleven hardy souls, and Mr Brown, set off for North
Yorkshire on the 13th of September for the Malsis
School 7-a-side Tournament.

Leaving Stover at 9 :00am, we managed a full 12
hours drive before we were asked whether we were
nearly there yet! However, two service stations and
18lbs of sweets later, we arrived at Malsis School in
need of fresh air and some exercise . Fortunately, North
Yorkshire has plenty of wide open spaces and much of
it was covered by our ten marauding rugby players.

Both Malsis staff and children were
excellent hosts and the boys enjoyed their
evening of swimming, football and videos. Mr
Brown and I enjoyed a small glass of wine
and a light meal.

On the Sunday morning we set off for the
sights of Skipton, as the tournament wasn't
due to start until midday. Unfortunately, the
castle was closed and although there were
some suggestions of leaping the moat and
scaling the castle wall, we thought it better
that we take a gentle walk along the canal to
stretch our legs.

We knew that the standard of rugby would
be high, as it is every year, and that results
would not necessarily be the important factor
but how the boys played . Our first game
against the hosts was poor and the boys
came off the field knowing that they could
have done better and in the next four
matches they did, showing grit, determination
and resolve against sides physically stronger
and more powerful.

There were notable performances from
Jamie Coyne-Stacey and Andrew Wrayford
who will be back next year. It was also good
to see Harry Millen and Toby Bishop growing
in confidence. More experienced
campaigners like Julian Hore, Vincent Leung
and James Massey played solidly and
developed their technical skills. While Charlie
Stocks, Jasper James and William Lang gained
enormously from the experience . Every one of
them came away better rugby players than
when they arrived and was good practice for
the season.

All that was left for us to do was to thank
our hosts, have a quick tea and head south
towards Devon . Two traffic jams and a
service station later we arrived back at
Stover - it was nearly Monday morning, but
not quite. Two sleepy souls emerged from
the bus as well as ten chattering children
and another North Yorkshire tour was over.
The boys carried the name of Stover with
pride and were a pleasure to take.
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The U11 Stover Rugby Team had a
difficult 2003-2004 season . This is due to
the fact that we were fielding U10's, who
were up against bigger teams. In the
training session the boys worked hard on
their skills, levels of fitness and set piece
play.

We started with an enjoyable trip to
the Malsis 7's in North Yorkshire, where
the boys found the games hard but
enjoyable . After a positive start the games
became very hard with the physical size
and pace of the opposing team telling in
the second half . However the team stuck
to their task and tried hard.

Victories were hard to come by during
the season, and it was difficult to gauge
their progress . However, when they played
in the U10's tournament at Queens, you
became aware of how much they had
improved and how well they can do
against teams of the same age . The boys
were complimented on their style of play
and they came away with the Fair Play
Award.

The boys are looking forward to the
new season, especially the fact that they
will be up against teams their own age.
They feel that after a difficult season,
they will perform well and play hard
against the opposition . Well done to all
those who represented the school!

Rugby Report
By Colin Brown
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Junior Head Girl's Thoughts About the Year

"" This has been a good
year for both Teachers
and Pupils . All the
children have enjoyed
taking part in such
activities as acting in one
of the three plays or
playing sport . The
teachers provided a big
part of the children's
enjoyment by giving
them new things to do.

Clubs introduced these . There were
creative clubs like T-shirt design club but
if you aren't that creative there were
always some new sports to try. These
sports clubs included 'Touch Football and
'Pop Lacrosse . Most children in the school
had never heard of these sports . Even
though Touch Football ran for one term

and Pop Lacrosse for two, they were both
huge successes.

The children also enjoyed acting in at
least one of the school plays . Key Stage 1
at the end of the Autumn Term produced
an excellent performance of the Christmas
Nativity. Also, at the beginning of the

Summer Term, Key Stage 2 produced two
performances; "Minibeast Madness" and
"Jack and the Beanstalk". All of the three
performances were enjoyed by parents
and pupils.

Overall we have had a good year and I
have enjoyed being Head Girl. I send good
luck to the new Head Girl and I hope she
has an even more enjoyable year than I
have . Well done everyone!

By Caroline Hickey
Head-Girl

Tudor Play Starring Mr Thomas Pike (Pyke)
By Franky Coby, William Lang and Jack Pelling

On Thursday the 26th February 2004 Mr Clive
Pig came in to do a play on the Tudors . When
we walked into Turkey Hall he was thinking and
writing on parchment. When all of Year Five
were in, he introduced himself as Thomas Pike.
He said he had been all over England . He also
said he wrote stories about it and poems or

verses.
Truthfully not many people were

very interested at first, but when he
started to talk they were so
fascinated . We didn't want to even
think in case we missed something.
The talk was hilarious! He would do
funny gestures and silly singing . The
whole time, he pretended that he
was from the 15th Century.

He told us a story that could have happened
in that time:

It was his decision to move away from his
nine brothers and sisters and go to the New
World (America) with his older brother Ned . He
changed his mind at the last minute and Tom
decided to look for a job in Bristol but every
place he visited turned him down.

After four days of no food and no water Tom
got a place in an orchestra playing the recorder.
He had many adventures with the musicians . Tom
also made it clear how different Tudor lifestyles
are to ours. Only the rich children had an
education and it would be unlikely for a girl to
have an education, rich or poor.

It was an absolute delight and I think I speak
for all of Year 5 when I say that we would love
to hear a talk from him again.
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Year 2 Trip to Bygones
By Harriet Dorrington
We left for Bygones after lunch . We
got on the coach at 1 :00. When we
got there it was 1 :30 . We got taken
into the cafe and we got dressed up. I
thought I looked good . Then a man
took us around into a gun place. There
were medals as well .There were some
hats with medals on them . The room
had a picture of our Prime Minister. He
looked smart. The best bit was when
we looked at the medals and the guns.
We learned about World War Two . He
gave us a ration book when we left.
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year FiVC
My Experience of
Starting Class 5W
My first day in Year 5 was different to
Year 4 as we had to go upstairs to our
class rather than going into the cabin
outside . It's been great so far in Year 5, as
we have been writing about our holidays
and families. Our teachers are really
friendly as well ; which is great . So when
we have completed our work we can do
something fun together.

Everyone works hard in our class to
produce a piece of good work. It feels
good being at the top of the school and
setting an example to the younger ones,
i.e. Walking through corridors rather than
running , leaving rooms tidy and not
messing about in line . We also have
a very responsible Form Captain who
is Robin Clark . She is kind and
comforting and shows respect for
others.

By Imogen Holmes Class 5W

Year 5 Go to See
'The Twits'
By Harriet Rogers, Year 5W

On Friday, 14th November, all the Year
Five in Stover School went to see 'The
Twits' at the theatre . We went by coach to
Torquay Theatre. We went in, found our
seats and waited for the show to start.
When it started, all the actors came down
the middle of the audience and they were
all playing a musical instrument . It made
me jump! They went on the stage and the
narrator introduced the Twits. He said the
Twits were always plotting nasty things to
do to each other. Once, Mrs. Twit put
worms in Mr. Twit's bolognaise and to get
her back, he put extra bits of wood on her
walking stick to make her think she was
shrinking.

At the interval we all had a biscuit.
Then we waited for it to start again . In
the next half, Mr . Twit caught two
monkeys for an upside-down monkey
circus he dreamed of. He kept the
monkeys in a cage and they had to go
upside-down . The monkeys got them back
for this by sticking all the furniture on
the ceiling!
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Year 5 Stover Natural
History Walk
By Laura Bennett

We started off at the arch and walked
over to the jungle. Then Mr. Perkins told
us the names of all the plants and trees.
He also told us their uses. He told us
about the very pretty bushes called
rhododendrons and where they came
from. Then we walked on.

We turned left and we climbed over a
gate and down a gravelly path . Mr Perkins
showed us a gate that was very unusual;
it was in a Victorian style and was made
around 1830 . We walked on until we
came to a bridge and we found an old
pole from a long
time ago.

Before long
we were at
Stover Lake. I
had to sketch
a picture of
the lake. The
bridge that
we walked
over was
brand new
with railway
sleepers.
When we
had
crunched
lots of
leaves we
came to
Stover Gate House on the A38. It
was really interesting there because
there is a knocked down
room at the back. Then
we walked on to the
Field Study Centre,
which was great
because they had put
lots of fungi on a
table . Lots of them
were poisonous and
we were told not to
touch them.

All too soon it
was time to head
back to school,
and I have
decided that
Stover is a great
place to explore
and study.
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Year 5 Trip to

Morwellham Quay
By Nicole Foulkes

On Friday the 18 th of June,
Year 5 went on a school

trip to Morwellham Quay.
We travelled by coach and

it took roughly an hour.
One of the things we did

was to go into a Victorian
school . The school was for

children aged three to
eight . If they were over

eight, the children had to
look for jobs, such as

working down the mines or
in factories. The children

worked on slates and slate
pencils because chalk was

too expensive, so the
teacher kept it for herself.

If children were
naughty they would be hit
by the cane (whip), or had

to wear the dunce's hat.
They would learn arithmetic

and religious studies . The
children should have learnt
the Ten Commandments by

heart by the age of eight.
The Ten Commandments is

a passage in the Bible.
Their break was at

lunch time and they played
hopscotch, skittles and had
little rocking horses . School

lasted from 9 .00am to
4.00pm.

It was really fun
getting to see how

Victorian children lived, and
I hope to go again soon!
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Orienteering on Haytor
On a grey, miserable, Wednesday afternoon
in the Lent term, Years 5 and 6 were out on
Haytor orienteering . Because it was getting
near to the end of the orienteering season,
we knew how to use a compass and a map
well . Each week a different group of year five
boys went on a school mini bus and made
their way to Haytor on Wednesday
afternoons.

We all went in one big group and slowly
but surely made our way up the steep hill of Haytor . As we gradually made our way up
Haytor rock, there was a really cold and strong breeze blowing in all directions . The last
stopping point was at a built-in rusty old ladder going up a 12 foot high rock.

We had really good fun . I would definitely go orienteering on Haytor again because it
is the perfect place for that .

By Jamie Coyne - Stacey

ti
Our Trip to Charmouth
by Hugh Reade

On a gloriously hot and sunny day we set
off in the minibus to travel to Charmouth
beach . On our arrival we set off for the
Fossil Centre, stopping briefly to skim a
fewstones on the water.

We were met at the centre by Heidi
and her volunteer assistant who were to
be our guides for the day. Before leaving
for the beach, Heidi showed us examples

of some of the fossils we might find and
the sort of rocks we should look out for
fossils in.

On the beach we walked about 500
yards before we were allowed to start our
fossil search . Lewis was the first to strike
gold, with a bellomite, but everyone had

success finding several fossils each and I
was fortunate to find one rock with nine
ammonites visible.

Tired from the heat, but clutching our
bounty, we returned to school feeling
we had had a rewarding and fun
exploration.
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Family Fun Day

The ivtaugural
Fau'iiIy Fun Day
cricket Match

At 11 :30 on the 22nd of May,
twenty-two finely honed athletes
met for the inaugural Family Fun
Day Cricket Match. After some
high-energy drinks, play
commenced with Simon Griffin's
team being sent into bat first.
Tom and Ben Channon opened the
innings and got us off to a steady
start. Scoring was difficult as both
Nick Carter and Rod Channon
were bowling tightly.

Runs began to flow with the
arrival of Matt Ayer and Graham
Rooke. Matt, with his peculiar
baseball style confused the
bowlers and it is credit to him
that he managed to run up and
down the wicket rather than in a
diamond shape! Graham Rook's
batting technique looked more
cultured and both managed to
move the score along before Matt
was out to Ian Cameron and
Justin Rees bowled Graham.

Phil Pelling was looking
comfortable at the crease before
being called through for a hasty
run. That left Colin Brown and
Giles Colton at the crease . With
some lusty blows and speedy
running between the wickets the
score moved onto the early 90's
before they both retired, (Mr
Brown looking rather red in the

face) . It was left for Joe Garner,
Chris Payne and Noel Burgess to
use up the rest of the overs and
leave us with a creditable 110 off
25 overs.

Following a tasty burger and a
couple more high-energy drinks, it
was the turn of Peter Turner's
team to bat . Sam Spencer, filling
in at the last moment, was
unfortunately run out without
facing . Craig Baillie, made a brisk
27 and dispatched the bowling to
all parts of the ground before he
retired. This left the batting team
in a strong position early on.
Wickets fell at regular Intervals

during the afternoon but the
scoring rate continued with Aiden
Hyland, Ian Cameron and Peter
Turner all contributing. Indeed, it
was Peter Turner's team that
finished victorious with overs to
spare.

The game was played under the
watchful eye of our umpire for
the day, John Stocks and our
thanks go to him.

The day was enjoyed by all and
played in good spirits. This may
just be the start of a regular
event .

Simon Griffin
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Contact: Tony Lucketti

01626 366440

CANDY

elk

♦A
FIRED IMAGINATION

.. . is delighted to support Stover School

n Over 400 ranges

n Choice of fabulous colours

n Selection of wonderful whites

n Over 20,000m 2 in stock

n Stock regularly updated

n FREE car parking

A382

Drum
Bovey Tracey

maws
Roundabout

old
Na.non

Rood

Open 7 days
a week:

gam-5.30pm
(gam-Spin Saturday,
10am-4pm Sunday)

CANDY
R REP IMAOIN .T ON

BCT Limited
Heathfield
Newton Abbot
Devon TQ12 6RF

Tel . 01626 831490

A382
Newton Abbot

Torquay

P J

	

J

ITIlagmusL

Instructors: Mrs B Mcllroy 1 .1.11 and Mrs J Gratton B.H .S.A.I

£13 .00 for 1'/i hours tuition

Includes : Stable management, Dressage, Show jumping
Cross Country, Off road woodland hacking, Picnic rides

Beginners welcome - All ponies and horses are well schooled and
compete regularly at Pony Club events

Contact Rora Farm, Liverton, Newton Abbot, TQ12 6HZ

Tel : 01626 821257
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Kkjfisher
Print & Design Ltd

• Leaflets
• Brochures
• Programmes
• Prospectuses
• Tourist Guide
• Annual Reports
• Fine Art Reproduction

The perfect solution to
design and print

Wills Road •Totnes Industrial Estate • Tomes • DevonTQ9 5XN
Tel : 01803 867087 • Fax : 01803 867088 • ISDN : 01803 864490

E-mail: studioOkingfisherprint .co.uk • sales@kingfisherprint.co.uk
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ELSON & HUGHES LTD
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS

1018
Domestic

Industrial

Commercial electrical installations
and maintenance

Inspection & testing to BS7671

Portable appliance testing

Free estimates

ABXAE

Heidi, Clifford Street . Chudleigh . Devon TQI3 OLE
Tel ./Fax . 01626 853263 • Mobile: 077661 13251

www .elsonandhughes .co .uk
e-mail : elson .hughes@virgin .net

PLUMBING
& HEATING
ENGINEERS

Central heating &
domestic water systems

Bathrooms & kitchens

Contact/ ,;,-'

	

--
John Wtffer

Tel : 01626 354582 -
Ilbile: ,~•• ►

07979 0598 r''"

JI-azeicott
Bed Et Breakfast

Manaton, Dartmoor TQ13 9UY- Nigel & Carole Fisher

ti ;

	

Reservations:
01647 221521,

ye.

ire,

• All rooms en suite

• Superb views

• Guest Lounge with log fire

• Just 20 minutes from Stover School

• Aga cooking

• Evening meals, by arrangement

• From £25 per person

www.dartmoordays .com
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If you Nt7r'C'in or arouad the Dartmoor National Part, an

planning a more. Palmer; Clods land w

be delighted to meet and ads Ise 1ttll:'

0,

R.A.ID=54.-4E1
Remember, with Palmer and Radclyffe you're in safe hands.

Estate Agents 0Auctioneers • Valuers

5 Station Road • Bovey Tracey • South Devon • TQ13 9AL • Tel: 01626 834534



"Like everyone else,
I'm fudged on how
much I earn"

The difference is, in the Army were talking respect not money.

When you're leading thirty soldiers across a pitch-black desert in combat
conditions, there's no room for internal conflict . As an Army Officer it'll be
your job to make your team unbreakable.

If you're up for the challenge you'll be supported all the way, with
financial help in the form of a sponsored Army Scholarship, a Gap Year
Commission on Officer pay, or a bursary to help you through university.

If you are interested, then contact your Careers Department or:
Colonel (Retd) Mark Watts, Army Careers Adviser (Officers),
South West Schools, Wyvern Barracks, Exeter, Devon EX2 6AE

The Army is committed to Equal Opportunities

01392 492512 ARMY
or visit www.armyofficer.co .uk
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School Office : 01626 354505
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